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EDITORIAL 

Nos complace comunicar a nuestros lectores la edición de un nuevo número de la Revista Uruguaya 
de Historia Económica (RUHE) el cual, además, abre una nueva etapa en su trayectoria. Desde 
el presente número, nuestra publicación se transforma en revista electrónica y toda la gestión de la 
misma se desarrollará en una plataforma OJS (Open Journal Systems), poniéndola en la vanguardia 
latinoamericana de las revistas de ciencias sociales. Ello permitirá a lectores, autores y evaluadores una 
administración de la producción científica en el campo de la historia económica fluida, ordenada y de 
fácil monitoreo, acrecentando la capacidad de difusión académica de los resultados de las investigaciones 
y mejorando sus condiciones de impacto.

En esta oportunidad, el volumen incluye un artículo, una presentación académica y tres reseñas 
bibliográficas. 

El artículo se titula “Power relations and transitions to sustainability in historical 
perspective:anopportunity for proactive equality?” y su autor es el Prof. Rodrigo Arocena.Este trabajo 
comienza planteando que el deterioro ambiental representa una amenaza de catástrofe climática y que 
preservar la sustentabilidad requiere cambios profundos e interconectados en las principales relaciones 
sociales y en la generación y uso del conocimiento. Este desafío se ve agravado por el de la desigualdad, 
que, en promedio, ha venido creciendo durante las últimas décadas y se espera que siga haciéndolo 
en el mediano plazo. Las configuraciones de poder actualmente dominantes parecen dificultar antes 
que promover las transiciones hacia más sustentabilidad y menos desigualdad. Esta situación, junto a 
las amenazas resultantes, pueden abrir espacios para formas proactivas de igualdad, entendidas como 
procesos en los cuales la agencia de grupos no privilegiados y la expansión de sus capacidades –
particularmente en relación al conocimiento– jugarían un rol central.

En la sección Conferencias y Debates tenemos el orgullo de contar con la transcripción de la 
Conferencia Magistral dictada por el Prof. Joel Mokyr en ocasión de recibir el título de Doctor Honoris 
Causa otorgado por la Universidad de la República, Uruguay, en diciembre de 2018. La pregunta que 
guió su exposición da razones de sobra para leer esta sección de la Revista: Why should one study 
economic history? Contar con el análisis inteligente, sugestivo y provocativo del Prof. Mokyr honra a 
nuestra publicación como vehículo de difusión del conocimiento en el campo disciplinar de las ciencias 
sociales.

Asimismo, contamos con tres reseñas bibliográficas realizadas por investigadores de amplio prestigio 
y correspondientes a libros recientemente publicados por parte de autores uruguayos y argentinos. 

El Prof. Branco Milanovic reseña la obra titulada “Desarrollo y Desigualdad en Chile. Historia de su 
economía política (1850-2009)”, cuyo autor es el Prof. Javier Rodríguez Weber. El Prof. Flávio Peixoto 
reseña el libro de los Prof. Rodrigo Arocena, Bo Göransson y Judith Sutz titulado “Developmental 
Universities in Inclusive Innovation Systems – Alternatives for Knowledge Democratization in 
the Global South”. Finalmente, el Prof. Nicolás Reig comenta el libro “Las empresas extranjeras en 
Argentina desde el siglo XIX al siglo XXI” editado por las Prof. Norma Lanciotti y Andrea Lluch.

La lectura, difusión y referencia de estos trabajos por parte de nuestros lectores es parte medular 
del crecimiento de nuestra Revista y agradecemos la deferencia por tenernos en cuenta. El objetivo 
principal de nuestra publicación es contribuir en la extensión y consolidación de la historia económica 
como espacio de creación de conocimientos en el ámbito de las ciencias sociales y, para ello, resulta 
fundamental el soporte y contribución de nuestros colegas de toda América Latina. Desde ya que 
esperamos contar con sus trabajos de investigación y aseguramos un proceso de alta profesionalidad 
académica y dedicada atención en su evaluación, publicación y difusión.

Comité Editor
Revista Uruguaya de Historia Económica
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NORMAS PARA EL ENVÍO DE ORIGINALES

La Revista Uruguaya de Historia Económica (RUHE) publicará artículos originales, resultados de 
investigación, que se enmarquen dentro de la Historia Económica, entendida en un sentido amplio. Ade-
más de los artículos, la Revista contará con una sección “Notas de investigación” –destinada a avances 
de investigación y notas de trabajo– y otra para “Reseñas Bibliográficas”.

Los trabajos con pedido de publicación deberán ser enviados al Comité Editor (comiteditor@audhe.
org.uy), en formatoWord (.doc) u Open Office (.odt), el que se compromete a hacer acuse de recibo del 
manuscrito original al autor en un plazo inferior a 10 días. 

Todos los artículos originales pasarán, al menos, por una doble evaluación externa anónima. Pre-
vio a ello, los manuscritos recibidos serán sometidos a una “pronta revisión” por los editores o espe-
cialistas del área, en la que se preservará el anonimato del autor. Esta revisión procurará discernir la 
originalidad, relevancia e interés científico del artículo,  para decidir su paso o no  a revisión externa. 
Ello será notificado al autor en un plazo inferior a 15 días a partir del acuse de su recepción.

Si la revisión inicial es positiva, la RUHE enviará el manuscrito a dos o más especialistas externos, 
siguiendo el sistema de revisión por pares con el formato doblemente ciego, lo que no implica com-
promiso alguno de aceptación. Únicamente luego de haber recibido, al menos, dos de los informes 
solicitados, la RUHE decidirá sobre el artículo. Los especialistas tendrán cuatro semanas para revisar 
los manuscritos. 

Después de la “evaluación completa” del manuscrito, los autores recibirán, a través del  Consejo 
Editor, comentarios de forma anónima elaborados a partir de los informes de los especialistas.

Si los comentarios son favorables, el manuscrito será usualmente aceptado, condicionado a que 
el autor considere las sugerencias, observaciones y dudas propuestos en las revisiones. Sólo muy 
ocasionalmente un manuscrito es aceptado sin requerir al menos ciertas revisiones mínimas. Si los 
comentarios son, mayormente, favorables, pero al mismo tiempo varias revisiones y cambios son 
sugeridos, el manuscrito será aceptado condicionalmente, solicitando que el autor considere los co-
mentarios y reenvíe el manuscrito revisado. En cualquiera de los dos casos, el plazo para realizar esta 
revisión es de cuatro semanas. Si el autor realiza los cambios y reenvía el manuscrito a la RUHE, éste 
será enviado a por lo menos uno de los especialistas anónimos originales. En esta revisión, los espe-
cialistas evaluarán los comentarios y cambios realizados por el autor después de haber introducido las 
críticas originales. En este caso, el proceso de revisión también es realizado de forma anónima. Si las 
revisiones del manuscrito reenviado son favorables, es probable que el manuscrito sea aceptado para 
publicación. Esta segunda revisión no será desarrollada en más de dos semanas.

Los autores deberán tener en cuenta las siguientes recomendaciones de presentación, cuyo incum-
plimiento será causa suficiente para la devolución del trabajo:

1) Los originales irán precedidos de una hoja en la que figure el título del trabajo, el nombre del autor 
(o autores), su dirección electrónica y su afiliación institucional, en caso de tenerla.

2) Cada artículo deberá ir precedido de un resumen en español y un abstract en inglés, y cada uno no 
deberá exceder las 200 palabras. En caso de corresponder, los agradecimientos deberán ser inclui-
dos también en hoja aparte.

3) La extensión de los artículos no superará las 12000 palabras, tamaño A4 con tipo de letra Times 
New Roman 12 puntos a espacio simple (incluidos cuadros, gráficos, mapas, notas y bibliografía). 
Las colaboraciones destinadas a las secciones “Notas de investigación” cumplirán los mismos 
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requisitos, mientras que las correspondientes a “Reseñas bibliográficas” no deberán exceder de 
1800 palabras.

4) Las notas se ubicarán al final del artículo y precediendo a la Bibliografía.

5) Las referencias bibliográficas irán al final del trabajo bajo el epígrafe Bibliografía, ordenadas alfa-
béticamente por autores y siguiendo siempre el siguiente orden: apellido (en mayúscula), nombre 
(en minúscula) del autor, año de publicación, (entre paréntesis, seguidos de dos puntos, y distin-
guiendo a, b, c en caso de que el mismo autor tenga más de una obra citada en el mismo año), título 
del artículo (entre comillas) o del libro (en cursiva), lugar de la publicación y editorial (en caso de 
libro), volumen y número de la revista. Sólo se incluirán en la bibliografía obras y autores citados 
en el texto.

6) Si el trabajo contiene un amplio número de referencias a documentación de archivo, material es-
tadístico o fuentes documentales, estas deberán aparecer tras las referencias bibliográficas bajo el 
título Fuentes.

7) Las referencias en el texto irán a continuación de la cita, indicando entre paréntesis autor, año y 
página (Ejemplo: Thorp, 1988: 79), y en caso de varias obras de ese autor se las distinguirá con 
a, b, c, etc. Si se trata de fuentes éditas (prensa, revistas, repertorios documentales publicados 
por archivos, etc,) se ajustan a la normativa ya conocida. (Ejemplo de referencia de prensa: “El 
Industrial Uruguayo”, Año II, segunda época, Nº 23; Montevideo, Junio 7 de 1907). Si se trata de 
fuentes inéditas organizadas en instituciones públicas se indicará en primer lugar el nombre de la 
institución, y a continuación el fondo consultado, cajas y /o carpetas y la numeración o fojas del 
documento si corresponde. En los casos de papelería de instituciones privadas o públicas que no se 
encuentre organizada se buscarán las formas que permitan la identificación del documento (Ejem-
plo: Archivo Camera di Commercio Italiana di Montevideo, en adelante ACCIM, Carpeta caratu-
lada “Relazione sommaria dell’anno 1890”, Nota de la Camera di Commercio ed Arti di Firenze a 
la CCIM; Firenze, 27 Luglio 1890.) En síntesis, las referencias de fuentes inéditas se presentarán 
de la forma más adecuada para identificar el documento.

8) Las citas textuales, si exceden de tres líneas irán con sangría a ambos lados. En dichas citas los 
intercalados que introduzca el autor del trabajo deberán ir entre corchetes, para distinguirlos clara-
mente del texto citado. 

9) Los cuadros, gráficos y mapas incluidos en el trabajo deberán ir numerados correlativamente, tener 
un breve título que los identifique e indicación clara de sus fuentes, en ambos casos estando fuera 
de la imagen. 
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POWER RELATIONS AND TRANSITIONS TO 
SUSTAINABILITY IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE:
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR PROACTIVE EQUALITY?

Rodrigo Arocena *

Resumen
El deterioro ambiental plantea la amenaza de una catástrofe climática. Preservar la sustentabilidad 

requiere cambios profundos e interconectados en las principales relaciones sociales y en la generación 
y uso de conocimiento. El análisis de sus posibilidades lleva a estudiar las fuentes de poder y sus confi-
guraciones cambiantes, con particular atención a sus diferentes consecuencias en los países centrales y 
periféricos. El desafío planteado por la insustentabilidad ambiental se ve agravado por el de la desigual-
dad, que en promedio ha venido creciendo durante las últimas décadas y se espera que siga haciéndolo 
en el futuro previsible. La relevancia de este desafío resulta subrayada por el estudio de sus causas y por 
una historia que parece mostrar que la mayor igualdad se ha conectado en general con procesos catas-
tróficos más bien que con cambios enteramente pacíficos. Las configuraciones de poder dominantes hoy 
dificultan más de lo que promueven las transiciones hacia más sustentabilidad y menos desigualdad. Tal 
situación y las amenazas resultantes pueden abrir algunos espacios para formas proactivas de igualdad, 
entendidas como procesos en los cuales la agencia de grupos no privilegiados y la expansión de sus 
capacidades, particularmente en relación al conocimiento, juegan un papel relevante.

Abstract
Environmental damages pose the threat of a climatic catastrophe. Sustainability requires deep and 

intertwined changes in main social relationships as well as in knowledge generation and use. Analyzing 
its possibilities leads to study the sources of power and its changing configurations, with particular at-
tention to its different consequences in central and peripheral countries. The challenge posed by lack of 
sustainability is compounded by the challenge of inequality, which on average has been rising during 
the last decades and is expected to keep rising in the visible future. The relevance of such challenge is 
underscored both by the study of it causes and by a history that seems to show that equalization has been 
connected in general with catastrophic processes rather than stemmed from entirely pacific changes. Do-
minant configurations of power today hamper more than foster transitions to more sustainability and less 
inequality. Such situation and ensuing threats may open some spaces for proactive types of equalization, 
understood as processes where the agency of non privileged groups and the expansion of its capabilities, 
particularly in connection with knowledge, play a relevant role. 

Key words: Inequality; sustainability; power; transitions; proactive equality.

ARTÍCULO Power relations and transitions to sustainability in historical perspective an opportunity for proactive equality
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1.  INTRODUCTION

 “The First Deep Transition has fed the double challenge of environmental degradation and social 
inequality: the Second Deep Transition might emerge as a response to this challenge”. (Schot & 
Langer, 2018) The First Deep Transition can be seen as the transition to industrial societies and the 
Second one as a process still in its initial stages and oriented to overcome some fundamental problems 
created by the First. This paper elaborates the notion of proactive equality (Arocena & Sutz, 2003) 
as a possible clue for such transition. Proactive equality denotes the various ways of diminishing 
asymmetries of technological and organizational power that have subordinated groups as main agents 
and are based on the expansion of capabilities of such agents, particularly concerning knowledge.

 Challenges ahead demand looking at the roots and configurations of power. That is the subject of 
the following chapter 2. There Mann's theory of power is recalled and the role it assigns to science 
and technology is critically considered. Taking into account Marx´s theory of history, an alternative 
conceptual scheme is sketched.

 Chapter 3 looks from such framework the emergence of a capitalist knowledge society, seen as 
the main contemporary configuration of power shaping the perspectives of new “deep transitions”; 
the notions of peripheral condition and underdevelopment are revisited; the different role of advanced 
knowledge in central and peripheral countries is discussed.

 The challenges of lack of sustainability and of rising inequality are discussed in chapter 4. The 
evolution of inequality and the main ways to diminish it that history has shown, as presented by 
Scheidel (2017), are commented. The negative aspects of innovation are related to the aggravation 
of environmental damage and the threat of climatic holocaust. The increasing role of knowledge is 
presented as a main trend that, in its prevailing ways, compounds the challenges under consideration.

 Causes of rising inequality are considered in chapter 5, with particular attention to the role of 
knowledge in such process. The ensuing threats to democracy, that in turn fosters inequality, open the 
possibility of a vicious circle. 

 In chapter 6 the main question is if the agency of subordinated actors can significantly redress 
inequalities. A telling comparison between Scandinavia and some Latin American countries is recalled. 
Three broad ways of diminishing are presented: patient equality, reactive agent equality and proactive 
equality. 

 Transitions that expand sustainability and diminish inequality require the combination of different 
democratizing processes; related issues include the interstitial emergence of alternative combinations of 
technologies and institutions; they are considered in chapter 7.

 Following a welcome suggestion of one of the reviewers of the first version of this paper, two figures 
are inserted as a (very rough) sketch of some main assertions, one after chapter 3 and the other after 
chapter 6.

2..ABOUT POWER

 In this chapter we briefly present a modification of Mann's theory about the “Sources of 
Social Power” (Mann, 1986, 1993, 2012, 2013) aimed at highlighting the role of technology 
in general and advanced knowledge in particular. The result can be called a Marx-Mann 
conceptual scheme for the study of power (Arocena and Sutz, 2015; Arocena, 2018a, b) .

ARTÍCULO Power relations and transitions to sustainability in historical perspective an opportunity for proactive equality
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That theory starts by asserting that “A general account of societies, their structure, and their history 
can be given in terms of the interrelations of what I call the four sources of social power: ideological, 
economic, military, and political (IEMP) relationships.” Power is defined as “the ability to pursue and 
attain goals through mastery of one’s environment” (Mann, 1986: 6), natural and social. Power relations 
include in general cooperation and conflict, frequently in mixed ways; collective power refers to the 
power that an organized group has over nature or other people; distributive power is the power within 
an organized group that is held by those with a major role in coordination and direction. There is no 
collective power without distributive power. (Mann, 1986: 5-6) The primacy attributed to Ideological, 
Economic, Military and Political (IEMP) relations comes “from the particular organizational means 
each possesses to attain human goals, whatever these may be.” (Mann, 1986: 2) IEMP relations have 
such an outstanding role in society because they originate in needs and problems that human beings 
must try to cope with. “Ideological power derives from the human need to find ultimate meanings in 
life, to share norms and values, and to participate in aesthetic and ritual practices.” (Mann 1993: 7) 
“Economic power derives from the need to extract, transform, distribute, and consume the resources 
of nature.” (Idem) “Military power is the social organization of physical force. It derives from the 
necessary of organized defense and the utility of aggression.” (Op. cit.: 8) “Political power derives 
from the usefulness of territorial and centralized regulation. Political power means state power.” (Op. 
Cit.: 9) The focus on IEMP relations as sources of social power characterizes Mann´s IEMP model. In 
it there is no privileged type of social relation that can open the way to a mono causal interpretation 
of history. “Distinguishing between four distinct power sources generates a model which is in some 
ways pluralist. Ideological, economic, military and political power, though entwined, are not normally 
merged. Capitalism, states, ideologies and militaries are not normally staffed by the same people, serving 
the same interests, mobilizing the same emotions.” (Mann, 2006: 387)  

The IEMP model does not give an adequate place to science (Goldstone, 2006). Mann somehow 
accepts such critique and tries to solve it by adding more science to the four sources of organizational 
power (Mann, 2006). But that does not look satisfactory. First, because science is relatively a latecomer 
in the history of power while technology has been with Humankind from the very beginning (McClellan 
and Dorn, 2015) and it often makes a difference that cannot be reduced to organizational power, although 
it is always combined with it. Two similarly trained and organized armies of the same size but one 
provided with musketry of the 17th century and the other one with rifles of the 20th century have very 
different power. In his history of social power, Mann shows several times how technological changes 
may induce great transformations in social relations. For example, with the appearance of iron the 
“balance of power shifted”; changes in agriculture and war “amounted to a technologically unified 
revolution. Iron inaugurated a social revolution” (Mann, 1986: 185). 

At the very start of his magnum opus Mann makes an assertion that can be taken as the basis for a 
conceptual scheme that includes the IEMP model but does not neglect science and technology: "The 
pursuit of almost all our motivational drives, our needs and goals, involves human beings in external 
relations with nature and other human beings. Human goals require both intervention in nature -a 
material life in the widest sense- and social cooperation." (Mann, 1986: 5)We require “a material life” 
that can be seen as the source of technological power. We require “social cooperation” that generates 
organizational power as described by the IEMP model. We require in fact combining material life 
and social cooperation, so the mutual influences between technology and social relations come to the 
forefront.

To consider technology, social relations and their mutual influences, an inspiring source is Marx’s 
theory of productive forces and relations of production. One approach to such theory sees productive 
forces as determinants of relations of production, in a way akin to what is called technological determinism 
(Ribeiro, 1983). It can be defended by reference to the famous Prologue of the Contribution to the 
Critique of Political Economy published by Marx in 1859. Alternatively, the emphasis on class struggle 
as the motor of history privileges the role of relations of production. It can be backed by reference to the 
Communist Manifesto, published in 1848. 

ARTÍCULO Power relations and transitions to sustainability in historical perspective an opportunity for proactive equality
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Our reading of Marx suggests that a given society is highly conditioned by its technological basis but 
cannot be characterized only by means of it; the fundamental social relations must also be considered. 
The South of the US during the 19th century was an agrarian society, as England or Holland circa 1700, 
but they were very different societies. Very different were also the industrial societies of the US and the 
USSR circa 1950. 

 Bell (1999: xxix) elaborates what is being suggested as follows: “The appeal of Marxism as a 
sociological theory is that it is probably the only one that is both synchronic and diachronic, namely 
a theory of social structure (the synchronic) and a theory of changes (the diachronic). The difficulty is 
that while Marx’s two dimensions, social relations and techne, are yoked together, if one looks at the 
changes in modes of production over time, there is no clear and consistent relation between the two […]. 
What I suggested, therefore, is that there is a considerable gain from Marx’s scheme if we ‘de-couple’ 
the two dimensions”. Those two dimensions correspond approximately to “material life” and “social 
cooperation” in Mann's previously quoted formulation. 

The above considerations suggest a “Marx-Mann conceptual scheme” that includes the technological 
power generated by the “material life” of human beings, the organizational power generated by the 
fundamental social relations, and the mutual influences between technology and social relations.  

Two main elements of such scheme stem from the materialist conception of history. The first one 
is the relevance of technological power and consequently of science. “Productively relevant scientific 
knowledge does pertain to the material task to be performed, and therefore is a productive force.” 
(Cohen, 2001: 47) Since relevant “material tasks” are not only producing (unfortunately killing is also a 
material task with great historical consequence) it is better to say that scientific knowledge has become a 
source of technological power the importance of which increases systematically. The second element in 
that scheme that stems from Marxist theory is the relevance assigned to interactions between technology 
and social relations (Cohen, 2001: 386) which characterizes also the work of Castells (1996: 18). Such 
interactions are seen as a not deterministic set of mutual influences between technology and social 
relations.

Referring to the title of the last volume of The Cambridge World History, which is discussed in 
its initial essay (Pomeranz and McNeill, 2015), particular attention should be given to productive, 
destructive and connective technologies. We are not speaking of separated sets of technologies. 
If productive technologies are used for connecting – transporting and communicating – connective 
technologies play an evident role in the expansion of productive and destructive forces. Productive 
technologies are the core of the material basis of economic power relations, which have to do with the 
production and distribution of goods and services. Destructive technologies, the material basis of military 
power relations, have expanded in the last centuries perhaps more than any other technology. Already in 
the 18th century the “ballistic revolution” showed the relevance of mathematics and rational mechanics 
for military technologies (Mokyr, 2017: 271, note 6). Connective technologies give a material basis for 
all power relations: “Without effective passing of messages, personnel and resources, there can be no 
power.” (Mann, 1986: 136) The role of technology was crucial in the expansion of Western Imperialism 
(Diogo and Laak, 2016: 16, 277). That becomes evident by considering “three measures of collective 
power: the capacity to mobilize large numbers of people, the capacity to extract energy from nature, and 
the capacity of this civilization [i.e. Western] to exploit others collectively.” (Mann, 1993: 12-13)

Thus the Marx-Mann conceptual scheme assumes that power stems fundamentally (but surely not 
only) from:

(1) Technologies enabling the use of material resources in ways that have been greatly increased 
and diversified since the so called “marriage of science and technology”.
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(2) Social relations that generate organizational power by coordinating different activities, mainly 
ideological, economic, military and political.

(3) Mutual influences between technologies and social relations. 

Now: “No conceptual scheme ever exhausts a social reality. Each conceptual scheme is a prism which 
selects some features, rather than others, in order to highlight historical change or, more specifically, to 
answer certain questions.” (Bell, 1999: lxxxviii) Some of the main questions to be considered by means 
of this conceptual scheme have to do with the possibilities of knowledge democratization by means of 
collective agency that includes subordinated sectors of society.

3. THE CAPITALIST KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT

 In this chapter the conceptual scheme presented above is put to work in order to describe the main 
power configuration of our time and what it means in terms of international dominance, particularly by 
the North, and subordination, particularly in the Global South. 

 The “deep transition” of the last 250 years has gone beyond industrial societies. The way towards it 
was opened in the 18th century by the so called Revolution of Energy that lead to the mechanization of 
manufacture and can be symbolized by the steam engine. The major environmental challenge of our age 
emerged forcefully during the 20th century in both industrial societies that by then coexisted. 

 A comparable world historic transformation was fostered during the last decades of that century by the 
Revolution of the Technologies of Information and Communication (TICs). Mutual influences between 
such revolution and social relations had very different consequences in the different types of industrial 
society. In state socialism the expansion of the new productive forces and of innovation processes in 
general was hampered rather than promoted by economic, political and ideological relations; by now such 
type of industrial society has almost disappeared. In the most powerful capitalist societies, technological 
changes were fostered by dominant social relations that in turn were strengthened by such changes. A 
knowledge-based and financially-dominated capitalism became the main power configuration of today, 
located in the North and shaping the second globalization.

 “Economic networks exercise the most massive impact on collective power in the cumulative long 
term. Industrial capitalism may have changed the whole population’s lives more than any other power 
process in human history.” (Mann, 2006: 386) Perhaps the emergence of a capitalist knowledge society 
will lead to even bigger changes in human lives. In any case, scientific and technological knowledge 
is today the main technological vector of production, destruction and connection. A powerful trend 
towards the privatization of knowledge is inherent to such society. An example of that concerns the 
knowledge commons. The agrarian enclosure movement refers to “the process of fencing off common 
land and turning it into private property” (Boyle, 2003: 1). A “second enclosure movement” has emerged 
today in the broad world of ideas and “facts of nature” unearthed by intellectual efforts, leading to the 
“the enclosure of the intangible commons of the mind”, where “things that were formerly thought of as 
either common property or uncommodifiable are being covered with new, or newly extended, property 
rights”. (Ibid: 37) 

 When capitalist industrial societies dominated the center periphery world system, the peripheral 
could be characterized, in a first and broad approach, by lack of industrialization. A direct justification 
for that stemmed from the differences in power between industrialized and not industrialized countries. 
A less direct but not less important justification was given by the identification of industry and technical 
advance, which was strongly stressed since the Industrial Revolution. At present, when the centers 
are knowledge-based and innovation-driven economies, the peripheral condition can be characterized 
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by the weak technological positions shaped by specialization in producing goods and services with 
comparatively low added value stemming from advanced knowledge and high qualifications. That 
weakness can happen in very different degrees, but something similar happened yesterday: in 1930 the 
degree of industrialization of Argentina and Bolivia was quite different, but neither could be considered 
an industrialized country. The knowledge content of production in Brazil and Paraguay today is quite 
different but neither is an example of a knowledge-based and innovation-driven economy.

 Top peripheral countries are often described as being caught in the “middle-income trap”, facing a 
slowdown of growth because their wage rates are too high to compete with low-wage manufacturers and 
their technological capability are too low to compete with strong innovators (Lee, 2013: 5) Characterizing 
such phenomenon as the “middle-income trap” suggests that the solution is to diminish incomes; seeing 
it as the problem that appears when countries are more or less near the top of the peripheral condition 
suggests, on the contrary, that escaping the trap requires overcoming the peripheral condition. That is 
exactly what Scandinavian and some East Asian countries did in different periods of contemporary 
history.

 The peripheral condition was one aspect of underdevelopment, as theorized for example by classical 
Latin American scholars of development. It is said that Sen's conception of development has opened 
the way to a change of paradigm in development thinking. That seems correct, but in such conception 
underdevelopment is almost neglected. That is unfortunate because underdevelopment is a main factual 
obstacle to development understood in normative terms as the expansion of freedoms and capabilities. 
It is also a relevant cause of inequality in dimensions that include not only incomes but mortality rates, 
physical conditions and even abilities (Deaton, 2013: 164)

 Underdeveloped countries could be characterized, around 1950, by being peripheral countries in a 
world system where the “division of labor” (and of power) prevented them from industrializing in ways 
similar to those (supposedly) followed before by central countries. Nowadays underdevelopment can be 
characterized by (many different combinations of) the peripheral condition and external subordination. 
The last is rooted in asymmetries of technological power between central and peripheral countries. Such 
subordination is seen in various aspects of economic, political, military and ideological relations. A good 
example of that is given by a number of international agreements and treaties on trade and investment. 
Economic and political subordination, and even ideological dependence, generate normative frameworks 
that sharply curtail the policies available to developing countries (ECLAC, 2016: 150, 151). Thus, if 
the peripheral condition opens the way to external subordination, the latter can consolidate the former. 
Underdevelopment is a major case of mutual influences between technology and social relations.

 To study such influences in central and peripheral countries the National Innovation System (NIS) is 
an adequate framework that pays special attention to what different collective actors do. An overview of 
that framework, its strengths and weaknesses is given by one of its founding fathers (Lundvall, 2010). 
Following Freeman and Soete (1997: 291) the NIS can be understood as the set of actors and institutions 
and the linkages between them that, at the level of a given nation, promote technological innovation; 
main components are public policies, production activities, generation and diffusion of science and 
technology, and higher education.

 The collective power of a NIS has received great attention, particularly since Freeman (1987) explained 
the economic success of post war Japan by the strength of its NIS. The outcomes of the social process 
of innovation, that includes both cooperation and conflict, are also shaped by the internal distribution 
of power. To analyze issues of power in NIS it is useful to consider an older model, elaborated in Latin 
America in order to study the connections between science, technology, development and dependence. 
It became known as “the Sabato triangle” (Sabato and Botana, 1968) because it highlights the role of 
the productive structure, the government, and the scientific and technological infrastructure, which can 
be seen as the vertexes of a triangle where the connections between them are represented by the sides 
of the triangle. It can be considered as the core triangle of a given NIS because such ‘macro’ actors are 
the main protagonists of innovation processes while the more or less 'systemic' nature of those process 
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depends fundamentally on the linkages between the three vertexes. One vertex is the site of economic 
power while another vertex is the site of political and military power; they define the “upper side” of the 
triangle. The third vertex can be seen as the technological basis of the NIS.

 The upper side of the triangle – the alliance between the commanding heights of the States and 
business – played a well known role in the catching-up process of East Asia during the second half of 
the 20th century. The ‘developmental state’ (Johnson, 1982) elaborated and pursued systematically a 
successful strategy for technological upgrading. It was positively combined with political power – state 
capabilities, enhanced by a Weberian type bureaucracy -, economic power of big firms and ideological 
power of “technonationalism” oriented to catch up with the West. (Thurbon and Weiss, 2016: 638; 
Nelson, 1993: 3) The process of expanding the collective power of the NIS included very skewed 
distribution of power against labor (Evans, 1995: 231). A more open role was played by the upper side of 
the core triangle during the period of regulated capitalism in the West (Evans, 1995: 241), when strong 
relations were often established between the state, firms and trade unions which were in some sense 
incorporated to the NIS in collaborative processes that increased the collective power of the nation and 
decreased the differences in the distribution of power within the system.

 In industrializing processes the “strategy that is most likely to be effectively implemented and 
enforced in a country can depend amongst other things on its internal distribution of organizational 
power.” (Khan and Blankerburg, 2009: 337) The configuration of power shapes national innovation 
processes, the internal distribution of its gains and losses as well as its consequences for the position of 
the country in the international order.

 The “technological vertex” of the core triangle in NIS becomes more relevant than ever with the 
emergence of the capitalist knowledge society, and so do its linkages with the other two vertexes, the 
State and the productive sector. Since knowledge becomes more involved in a wider set of activities, 
the distributed aspect of innovation – stressed by the scholars who elaborated the notion of NIS – 
becomes more notorious, meaning that new actors and linkages between them are now components of 
the Innovation System. The collective power of the system as such expands while conflict within also 
expands and deepens. The distribution of power related with innovation process shapes the priorities for 
research and innovation, the consequences of technical change for working opportunities and conditions, 
access to sophisticated and expensive health technologies, environmental impacts and living conditions, 
access and success in higher education.  

 Low skilled workers are among main losers, particularly in highly industrialized countries, where 
they are damaged both by the increasing knowledge content of productive activities and by the 
transference of manufacturing activities to countries with much lower salaries, a distinctive trait of 
the second capitalist globalization. The loss of organizational economic power of such workers has 
been notorious for decades, particularly in the weakening of their trade unions. Recently their political 
power has increased as they became one of the fundamental supports of the right wing reaction against 
globalization in the main sites of the capitalist knowledge society.

 The NIS in peripheral countries is usually weak, reduced to little more than a small upper side with 
second tier state organisms in one vertex and a few firms able to profit from innovation policies in the 
other vertex. Possibilities of overcoming the peripheral condition are highly dependent on whether the 
technological vertex expands and becomes effectively integrated in the NIS by strengthening its linkages 
with the other two vertexes as well as with other actors involved in innovation processes.

 The world historical most impressive process of overcoming the peripheral condition is taking place 
in China. Up to now it is the main winner as a nation of the second globalization fostered by the capitalist 
knowledge society. The technological and organizational collective power stemming from its NIS is 
evidently expanding. The upper side of its core triangle is characterized by the alliance between the 
Party-State and global capitalist networks, where Chinese entrepreneurs play an increasingly important 
role. Up to now prevailing IEMP relations seem to reinforce each other: the strength of the upper side 
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connects economic power with political power and also military power, in ways closely attuned with 
ideological power based on what can be called the nationalism of a coming back empire. The internal 
distribution of that power – stemming from the fast industrialization of China and its remarkable 
incorporation of knowledge to some productive activities – is highly asymmetrical. Inequality and lack 
of sustainability have been on the rise.

  At a world scale it is difficult to imagine that overcoming the peripheral condition can mean today or 
tomorrow, as it meant yesterday for countries like Taiwan and South Korea, catching-up with the West. 
An environmental catastrophe looks unavoidable if China and other countries catch-up with Western 
levels of production, consumption and waste. Thus it should not be assumed that desirable technological 
and social innovations will necessarily come from the North while “it is clear that diverse pathways are 
possible and that local generation and adaptation within a complex process of system transformation 
should be embraced.” (Schot and Steinmueller, 2016: 21) 

When catching-up with the West becomes less and less feasible or desirable, it is worthwhile recalling 
that different types of ideological power have played a not small role in overcoming the peripheral 
condition. As already remarked, technonationalism was relevant in the East Asian cases. Aiming at social 
inclusion characterized the expansion of the welfare orientated Nordic NIS; the distributional power of 
elites was relatively diminished while, in comparison with most other cases, innovation became more 
distributed and a broader set of actors were incorporated to the Innovation System. The Danish case is a 
good example of all that. (Mjøset, 2016; Lundvall, 1985, 2002; Christensen et al., 2008)

Figure 1. The Marx-Mann scheme and the world of today

Source: own elaboration

4.TWO GREAT CHALLENGES

The notion of Human Development has oriented several efforts to improve the quality of life during 
the last decades. Achievements tend to be related with equality in general as well as in connection with 
education and gender (Stewart et al, 2018: 94). The “clearest negative comes from the environment and 
sustainability dimension” […]. It “has worsened […] particularly among countries which were success-
ful in basic Human Development and economic growth.” (Stewart et al, 2018: 228). This is perhaps the 
central tension of our time, between economic growth and environmental sustainability. The former 
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looks in general as a necessary – though surely not sufficient – condition for improving the quality of 
life. But, at least in the prevailing ways, it generates damages that make increasingly difficult to keep 
improving such quality and in many cases are already diminishing it. Such problem is compounded by 
the phenomenon of rising inequality. It seems that techno-economic expansion and social inequality 
come frequently together. It appears that lack of environmental sustainability and inequality are the great 
challenges for humankind today and tomorrow. Here we look at past facts and present trends, starting 
with inequality.

It is usually accepted that the emergence of agriculture was a momentous change in human history, a 
techno-economic revolution not to be matched until more or less two hundred years ago. Some scholars 
see it as a consequence of deteriorating living conditions, a challenge to the hunter-gatherers way of life 
that generated agriculture as a response. That response made it possible to feed more people. But life got 
worse for many while the world became more unequal. (Deaton, 2013: 78)

Scheidel (2017) offers a very general interpretation of the historical roots of rising inequality and the 
exceptional phenomena that have caused its redress since the Paleolithic.

A first remarkable assertion is that in fact a long period of comparative equality characterized the 
evolution of hominids, but that it does not extend indefinitely in the past. It appeared as a leveling of 
previous higher inequality. From about 300.000 years ago to the onset of agriculture perhaps “novel 
ways of organizing and threatening violent action” were critical “in the first great leveling in human 
history.” That world was defined “by low levels of inequality and a strong egalitarian ethos”.  (Scheidel, 
2017: 28) “For all we can tell, social or economic inequality in the Paleolithic remained sporadic and 
transient.”  (Scheidel, 2017: 32) 

The Marx-Mann scheme seems useful for analyzing the main thesis presented by Scheidel:

“increases in inequality were driven by the interaction of technological and economic development  
and state formation […] effective leveling required violent shocks that at least temporarily curtailed 
and reversed the disequalizing consequences of capital investment, commercialization, and the exer-
cise of political, military, and ideological power by predatory elites and their associates.” (Scheidel, 
2017: 86) 

It seems fair to understand that inequality has been fostered by the interaction of techno-economic 
development with the political, military, and ideological power of elites that coordinated and controlled 
such development as well as profited from it.

The book under consideration asserts that there is a kind of in-built dynamics in human history that, 
in “normal” conditions, fosters inequality. It appears already to put an end to the low inequality of Pale-
olithic times. Domestication favored coercion and predation; state formation favored the top fortunes 
“and lopsidedness of political power relations.” (Scheidel, 2017: 390) If some ways of organizing had 
previously contributed to diminish inequality, the new combination of technological and organization-
al changes pointed in the other direction. Perhaps the complexity of such changes, particularly those 
related with irrigation agriculture in Sumer, Egypt and beyond, enhanced the distributive power of 
commanding elites. The unequal consequences of great transitions are not restricted in this approach to 
the emergence of agriculture and states: “In the broadest terms, there can be little doubt that economic 
transitions promote inequality – not only from agrarian to industrial systems but already from the for-
aging to the agrarian mode and, in the present, from an industrial to a postindustrial service economy.” 
(Scheidel, 2017: 374)

Chris Freeman, the great scholar of technological innovation, observed that when a new techno-eco-
nomic paradigm appeared the increase of inequality should be expected. Relevant innovations can ben-
efit some people – who are able to sell new objects or produce in cheaper ways or reach new markets 
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or finance big investments or expand destructive power or strengthen governments by faster and more 
reliable communication systems – and damage some other people, those whose jobs simply disappear 
and many others. He thought that when the new techno-economic paradigm reached maturity a com-
pensating trend towards less inequality would forcibly appear. (Freeman, 2000) It has been argued that 
industrialization in Britain points in that direction. In some sense Kuznetz's inverted U thesis say some-
thing akin with that. That is not how Scheidel reads history: “Across recorded history the periodic com-
pressions of inequality brought about by mass mobilization warfare, transformative revolution, state 
failure, and pandemics have dwarfed any known instances of equalization by entirely peaceful means.” 
(Scheidel, 2017: 443) Such four factors are what the author calls the Four Horsemen of Leveling, be-
cause the ways by which they compressed the gaps of inequality have been simply apocalyptic

Thus the “Great Compression”, that is, the great leveling of inequality that took place from 1914 to 
1945, was made possible by war and “not harmonious democratic or economic rationality” as Schei-
del asserts by quoting Piketty (2014: 275). Only in the context of war and revolutions inequality was 
redressed. “Military mass mobilization, progressive graduation of tax rates, and the targeting of elite 
wealth on top of income constituted the three main ingredients of fiscal leveling.” (Scheidel, 2017: 144) 
A discussion of counterfactual scenarios for the 20th century and the Great Compression (Scheidel, 
2017: 398-9) “strongly suggests that without major violent shocks, developed countries would currently 
experience considerably higher levels of income and wealth inequality than they actually do.” (Schei-
del, 2017: 400) What happened during the catastrophic period 1914-1945 was in itself a great leveling 
that opened the way to a much more prosperous and still comparatively egalitarian age in the decades 
following World War II. But, in this conceptual framework, that could not last: when the Four Horsemen 
are not galloping, inequality tends to prevail.

 “From the first time since the Black Death, and on a scale perhaps unrivaled since the fall of the 
Western Roman empire, access to material resources came to be distributed much more equally – 
and, uniquely, across large parts of the globe. By the time this 'Great Compression' had run its course, 
commonly in the 1970s or 1980s, effective inequality both in the developed world and in the most 
populous developing countries of Asia had plunged to depths that had been unknown since the tran-
sition to sedentism and food domestication thousands of years earlier.” (Scheidel, 2017: 112) 

 It is worthwhile stressing two exceptions that Scheidel points out concerning his overall explanation 
of why inequality diminishes in history.

One is what he calls the “Athenian anomaly”: direct democracy and military mass mobilization 
contained economic inequality during the fifth and fourth centuries BCE in Athens while the Greek 
city-state culture of about 800-300 BCE also achieved comparatively outstanding levels of economic 
development. The combination of extended citizenship, comparatively low levels of inequality, unusual 
economic growth and cultural creativity in classical Greece in the relatively long period 800-300 BCE 
has been carefully studied by Josiah Ober. He describes a strongly citizen-centered path which made 
the Greek city-state civilization an unusual case in premodern history of moderate inequality (Scheidel, 
2017: 84, 87, 188, 198).

Another exception of leveling without the catastrophic action of the Four Horsemen is seen in the 
recent evolution of inequality in Latin America. Nevertheless: “Even what just a few years ago would 
have seemed the most promising candidate for peaceful leveling, Latin America, may yet disappoint.” 
(Scheidel, 2017: 391) Since the continent is usually considered the most unequal region in the world, 
such assertions deserve close attention. “Policy changes from 2000 reversed the apparently inexorable 
trend towards greater inequality in the majority of Latin American countries […] while social dimen-
sions were given a central role, the dominance of the (now global) market was not challenged.” (Stewart 
et al, 2018: 190) 
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The author of this paper has neither the intention nor the competence to analyze in depth Scheidel's 
“macro theory”. It has been considered above, first, because it seems important to take it into account 
when discussing the perspectives of inequality and, second, because what it says about promises and 
disappointments concerning peaceful leveling in Latin America is a stimulus for thinking about not less 
peaceful but less disappointing types of equalization.

We now turn our attention to the other great challenge stressed at the beginning of this section. Half a 
century ago the notion that the environment was being seriously damaged went beyond small concerned 
circles and became a widespread concern. The last in turn fostered the emergence of the environmental 
movement. That movement and the second wave feminism can be considered the two most influential 
social movements of the last decades.

The expansion in the use of energy, made possible by technological change and fueled by consump-
tion, has not only damaged the environment: “Both coal and oil turned to be mass killers in the world´s 
cities. […] From 1950 to 2015, air pollution probably killed thirty to forty million people, lately most of 
them Chinese, roughly equal to the death toll from all wars around the world since 1950.” (McNeill & 
Engelke, 2014: 21, 24) Originally, industry and transportation seemed to be the culprits of contamina-
tion. Cities have been seen as contaminated places since long ago. More recently the role of agriculture 
has appeared to be highly relevant in the trend “to pollute the earth—in part because of its energy- and 
chemical intensity, but also because its role in land clearance removes forests which would otherwise 
lock up carbon.” (Moore, 2015: 271)

While some environmental problems highlighted in the 1970s and 1980s “have been addressed fair-
ly well with incremental clean technologies”, main problems of today will “require more substantive 
‘transitions’ in the coming decades” (Geels, 2010: 495). Sustainability “will need a fundamental change 
in the socio-technical systems for food, energy, material, mobility, healthcare, and communication pro-
vision.” (Schot and Steinmueller, 2016: 16)

Such changes do not look easy. But perhaps expanding fear will help. In recent decades fear has 
escalated from pollution to an overall climatic catastrophe. It is the second man-made possibility of hol-
ocaust. The first one, an atomic war, has been managed up to now. Both threats have been made possible 
by the advancement of science and technology. Coping with the second probably requires a thorough 
renewal in the combination of knowledge generation, production styles and social relations. A quick 
look to prevailing trends in knowledge generation and use in can be useful.

Most probably the role of knowledge will keep on rising as a fundamental basis of power in so-
cial relations that, moreover, transforms “nature and the environment – and with it the social world” 
(Schroeder, 2007: 49, emphasis in the original). Probably, tomorrow as it happened yesterday, it will be 
seen that: “Scientific progress and technological change are not neutral. New S&T helps some, but hurts 
others.” (Taylor, 2016: 187, emphasis in the original) Innovation policies should keep in mind “that the 
negative impacts or externalities of innovation can be greater than the positive contributions.” (Schot & 
Steinmueller, 2016: 21)

An ever increasing demand for new knowledge stems from its decisive contribution to the expansion 
and diversification of goods and services production. The last has, at the same time, damaged the envi-
ronment and improved some of the living conditions of a lot of people; even more people became aware 
of the possibilities that some have for accessing to really high levels of consumption. Thus economic 
growth is nowadays a clue of political legitimacy and governmental stability almost everywhere. Pre-
vailing ways of knowledge generation and use are shaped in last analysis by the demand of those who 
can pay directly or indirectly for it. Thus they contribute to increase rather than to decrease inequality 
and environmental damage. A closer look to the first part of such assertion will be given in the sequel.
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5. ON SOURCES AND CONSEQUENCES OF INEQUALITY

Poverty deserves of course paramount attention because of ethical motives, particularly when accept-
ing a normative notion of development that sees it as the expansion of freedoms and capabilities of peo-
ple to lead lives they have reasons to value (Sen, 1999). But so does inequality: “No concept of poverty 
can be satisfactory if it does not take adequate note of the disadvantages that arise from being excluded 
from shared opportunities enjoyed by others.” (Sen, 2000: 50) It can be said that inequality plays an 
organizing role in social science: “In the broadest meaning possible, equality is the major ‘leitmotif’ 
of social science. In economics, the stress is on the distribution (and utilization) of scarce resources; in 
political science more on power; and in sociology on social stratification.” (Esping-Andersen, 1999: 6)

The action of three intertwined factors in the contemporary rise of inequality is suggested by the 
Marx-Mann conceptual scheme.

A first factor is located in social relations and stems from organizational power. Elites use their 
economic, political and ideological power to improve their position in detriment of other sectors of the 
population (OXFAM, 2016; Stiglitz, 2012). A second factor in the promotion of inequality is connected 
with technological power. Its increasing role favors capital facing manufacturing labor. It also widens 
income polarization between highly educated and less qualified people (Milanovic, 2016: 54). Even the 
entrepreneurial realm tends to be polarized because technological chance allows cheap replication of 
the most economically successful procedures so a “winner-takes-all” situation expands to the benefit of 
a comparatively small fraction of producers (Brynjolfsson and Mac Afee, 2014:  69). A third source of 
growing inequality is located in the interactions between technology and social relations. Those who 
control knowledge production and distribution tend to be increasingly favored by their positive conse-
quences, and also less affected by related damages; notorious examples can be seen in areas as health, 
food, environment and violence (Tilly, 2005: 122)

When advanced knowledge emerges as the fundamental basis of the whole set of power relations, 
some of its specific traits seem to be relevant factors of growing inequality which should be stressed as 
a complement to those previously considered. It should be remembered that knowledge is a resource 
that increases when it is used, particularly in connection with learning. Studying at an advanced level 
connected with research empowers people to keep on learning and also to work in creative environments 
where coping with challenging problems is a fundamental source of interactive learning and capacity 
building, specifically the capacity to innovate. Conversely, knowledge is not expanded but diminished 
when it is not used, due to scarce opportunities for studying at advanced level or when only routine type 
jobs are available.

Merton (1968) explained that the reward system in science increases differences between researchers. 
In order to stress and explain such process he coined the term “Matthew Effect” because the Matthew 
Gospel says that: “For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from 
him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath.” A “generalized Mathew effect” seems to 
be operating in society at large:  knowledge and learning are obviously fundamental for expanding the 
collective power of countries, firms, regions, social groups; consequently they have an increasing influ-
ence in the distribution of power, that is, in social stratification; given the self-reinforcing traits of using 
knowledge (and the self-defeating consequences of not using it), stratification points to polarization.

What has been said in this section suggest that neoliberal ideologies and policies are not the only 
main cause of expanding inequality and, also, that social and distributional policies will be far from 
enough to cope with it.

Some years ago it was stressed that the winners of globalization may threaten democracy: since less 
privileged people may push in another direction, “the focus of the rich is on democracy suppression” 
(Milanovic, 2016: 200). The evolution of the United States since the 1970s shows “the political and 
economic threats to well being that come from plutocracy.” (Deaton, 2013: 14)
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The actual situation seems to be even more complex: if main winners of globalization foster pluto-
cratic styles of government, losers from knowledge-based and capitalist-driven globalization are back-
ing in the rich West a turn to chauvinism and personalized government that also threatens democracy. 
Its social and political base has been strengthened by increasing inequality. It is strong among people 
harmed by deindustrialization; they don't have many employment opportunities due in particular to their 
low educational levels (Tregenna, 2016: 725), so they feel that immigration is their great problem. Such 
reaction will damage their less favored supporters in particular and humankind in general; in fact they 
challenge the welfare state, taxing the rich, financial regulations, international cooperation and environ-
mental protection. 

One of the saddest paradoxes of our time is that both neoliberal globalization and right wing reaction 
against globalization harm political democracy and the welfare state, that are both needed for common 
people to retain “a degree of control over their collective fate” and have some protection from “the un-
predictable forces of economic change.” (Judt, 2008: 424-425) 

6. PROACTIVE EQUALITY

History seems to show that: (i) there are strong trends to increasing inequality related with the 
economic and technological change; (ii) substantial redressing of inequality has been sporadic and 
usually linked with catastrophic events as those that generated the “great compression”; (iii) the rise of 
a knowledge-based economy fosters knowledge-based inequality. If so, reducing inequality may tend 
to be in general an increasingly difficult process. Are there ways of diminishing inequality that may be 
self-sustainable instead of self-defeating? A vision of society where the interests and power of different 
groups have fundamental influence in what actually happens suggests that the answer to that question 
can only be affirmative if those directly interested in diminishing inequality are able in the long run 
to increase their capabilities for pursuing such aim. When that happens it may be said that we are 
witnessing modalities of proactive equality (Arocena and Sutz, 2003), a notion that in the sequel is 
revisited and further elaborated.

The guiding problem just posed is if the agency of subordinated groups can be a relevant factor in 
redressing inequality. That would mean overcoming asymmetries of technological and organizational 
power. On the one hand, technological asymmetries between subordinated and dominant groups have 
probably been widened as the role of advanced knowledge in power relations increases. On the other 
hand, dominant groups frequently have an organizational superiority over the rest of the society that 
stems from the role they play in the coordination and control of relevant social relations, especially when 
such relations expand their spatial realm. 

Agency assumes “the capacity to process social experience and to devise ways of coping with 
problematic situations. […] It requires organisation.” Individuals or groups are social actors if they “can 
be said to have agency”. Giving priority to human agency implies that actions don´t follow directly 
from structural conditions because actors can give different answers to similar circumstances. (Long, 
2001: 182, 241, 20) As it happened several times in history, although today perhaps with a wider range 
of possibilities, the mutual conditioning between structure and agency will define which of alternative 
feasible trajectories is actually followed: “the second Deep Transition can happen in different ways with 
a range of outcomes, the agency of various actors crucially shaping the process. There is, therefore, no 
guarantee that current developments would necessarily lead to the reduction of inequality or address 
climate change in a way many would recognize as sustainable development” (Schot & Langer, 2018).

In order to relate inequality and agency, it may be useful to go back to a comparison that gives important 
clues about the role of equality in development processes. The better performance in technological and 
economic terms of Scandinavia than three Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay) 
has been explained basically in terms of “inequality, especially in the distribution of land and political 
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power.” (Lingarde and Tylecote, 1999: 108-9) Other factors, including geopolitical context, deserve 
attention, but differences between Latin America and the Nordic countries concerning inequality are 
really remarkable and help to explain their different historic trajectories. But that approach does not 
explain the poor performance of Argentina and Uruguay, two countries that in the Latin American 
context appear to be comparatively egalitarian. In a comparison even with several European countries 
Uruguay shows progress towards diminishing inequality by building, already in the first decades of the 
20th century, a quite efficient and pioneer Welfare State. The strong egalitarian vocation of Uruguayan 
citizenship backed the extension of public education and social security. So in the Latin American 
context, it is not inequality per se the factor that can explain the Uruguayan trajectory. The comparison 
must take into account not only differences concerning inequality but also different ways of fostering 
equality.

Let us consider different examples of overcoming the peripheral condition. That was accomplished 
by the Scandinavian countries, Japan and, more recently, South Korea and Taiwan. Such processes 
have been quite different, but they seem to share some main traits like the following: (i) an important 
progress towards less inequality was deliberately fostered, with special attention given to education, not 
only basic but also advanced; (ii) diminishing inequality was combined with a positive technological 
imaginary; (iii) long term industrial and technological policies opened opportunities for upgrading jobs. 
Now: “The difference between successful Asian and less successful Latin American economies is the 
priority given to policies that enhance long-term growth potential, technology, and specifically higher 
education.” (Lee, 2013: 190)

Even in the comparatively egalitarian cases of Argentina and Uruguay, the capabilities of lower sectors 
were underrated. The dominant culture gave low value to technology, technical teaching and manual 
work. That did not foster technological and organizational initiatives of workers. A different general 
landscape is detected in the Nordic countries (Lingarde y Tylecote, 1999). In the case of Denmark, a 
crisis of exports during the second half of the 19th century led to a new “mode of innovation” where a 
high degree of agency was shown by “the formation of strong democratic and decentralised producer 
co-operatives” of farmers closely connected with a “high regard for decentralised general education and 
for learning in general”, so “the major role of the state [was] to support local initiatives.” (Lundvall, 
2002: 191-192)

Diminishing inequality in ways that enhance collective learning and innovation capabilities, thus 
enabling further economic and social progress, may be termed proactive equality; diminishing inequality 
without expanding such capabilities is not in general sustainable and can be called reactive or defensive 
equality. Going back to the comparison between the Southern Cone of Latin America and Scandinavia it 
can be said that: (i) inequality has been much bigger in the first case, a fact that helps to understand why 
the peripheral condition persisted; (ii) proactive types of equality in Scandinavia were main levers for 
overcoming the peripheral condition; (iii) in Brazil quite important innovative efforts were fettered by 
very high inequality; (iv) stronger egalitarian trends in Argentina and Uruguay had their effects curtailed 
by the prevailing reactive types of equality.

Such notions can be seen as special types of agency. Agency oriented mainly against damaging 
processes or situations may be called reactive agency. Subordinated sectors are very often capable of 
showing reactive agency in ways that improve their situation. But also very often limitations appear. Trade 
unions frequently obtain improvements in pay and working conditions, but the rhythm of technological 
change and the organized power of capitalists do not make easy to advance in that direction, especially 
in industrial activities. Populations harmed by polluting activities often mobilize against them and even 
obtain some environmental improvements. But when big firms are the big contaminants, there is usually 
a great asymmetry of technical and legal expertise as well as of economic power and political influence 
between them and those who suffer related damages. Such asymmetry is even bigger in backward 
regions where most people are poor and some of them so badly need any type of job that they back the 
involved firms, while other people are first of all worried by environmental damage, so a fight between 
two sectors of poor people frequently follows. Reactive agency was on the rise in Latin America during 
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the first years of this century when governments supported by popular coalitions took office and fostered 
distributional policies that diminished inequalities; they were less able to promote economic strategies 
at variance with prevailing ones; thus redistribution found its limits quite quickly when the external 
bonanza started withering and further progress in that direction became very difficult. 

Thus the limits of reactive agency lead to explore the possibilities of proactive agency, understood as 
the capability of an actor not only of acting against something (neoliberal policies, workers exploitation, 
contaminating activities, etc.) but also for the promotion of its own project. Examples are given by 
groups acting in the context of innovation systems in order to foster projects for knowledge generation 
and use that benefit them. Given the increasing role of advanced knowledge in power relations, it is 
difficult to imagine a long term process of proactive agency that does not involve learning processes. 

The dichotomy between proactive and reactive equality may suggest an identification of each of 
them with agents and patients. That would be simply wrong. Reactive equality can be exemplified 
by agent behavior - reactive agency – as when great mobilizations aim to resist, often more or less 
successfully, prevailing power relations. Such mobilizations may redress inequalities, for example by 
fostering distribution, without necessarily improving collective capabilities for learning and innovating, 
thus curtailing further progress. In any case, reactive equality of agents should be distinguished from 
patient equality, echoing the fundamental distinction stressed by Sen (1999) between agents and patients. 
Thus we refine as follows the previous definitions: 

(i) proactive equality means diminishing inequality in ways where subordinated actors are 
protagonists and such that their collective learning and innovation capabilities are enhanced;

(ii) reactive agents equality means diminishing inequality in ways where subordinated actors are 
protagonists but their learning and innovation capabilities are scarcely expanded;

(iii) patients equality refers to the ways of diminishing inequality where those whose situation is 
improved are considered and behave more like patients than agents.

Examples of each category are given by different types of the European Welfare State. Patient 
equality looks close to the Conservative Welfare Regime (Esping-Andersen, 1999: 81-86). Reactive 
agents equality seems akin to the historical experience of labour movements in the context of the Welfare 
State: “Capitalists would create wealth, socialists would then drag as much of it from them as they could. 
Capital initiates, labour reacts. That is roughly what labour parties and trade unions do.” (Mann, 1992: 
231) But in such experience came quite near proactive equality in some European countries where labour 
had “an economic strategy aimed deliberately at creating more wealth, with the cooperation of unions 
and workers in income policies and productivity deals, in return for economic expansion and welfare 
redistribution at the end.” (Mann, 1992: 232) In the same direction points Esping-Andersen's description 
of the Social Democratic Welfare Regime which “is virtually synonymous with the Nordic countries” 
and “implies that the welfare state must guarantee that all people have the necessary resources and 
motivation to work (and that work is available).” (Esping-Andersen, 1999: 78, 80) Such commitment 
with working opportunities is based on active labour policies where training and retraining programs 
play an outstanding role. 

In any case, antecedents of proactive equality look weak, especially when seen from Scheidel's 
approach to the history of inequality. But perhaps the growing tension between economic growth and 
environmental sustainability will enlarge spaces where collective agency fosters inclusive and frugal 
types of innovation. 
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Figure 2. Sources of inequality and types of equality

Source: own elaboration

7.TRANSITIONS AND DEMOCRATIZATION 

Exploring the possibilities of proactive equality in this age of macro challenges poses many problems. 
Transitions to sustainability face big difficulties, including prevailing strong values and beliefs. Changes 
in production and consumption should be profound, but immediate incentives for private actors to engage 
in transforms are weak. (Geels, 2010: 507) Moreover, a core alliance between policy makers and firms, 
with increased power and neoliberal discourse, opposes fundamental changes (Geels, 2014: 27) Perhaps 
“sustainable innovation journeys can be facilitated by the creation of technological niches, i.e. protected 
spaces that allow nurturing and experimentation with the co-evolution of technology, user practices and 
regulatory structures” (Geels & Schot, 2010: 80). Niches are related with Mann´s concept of interstices 
as places where profound changes may have humble starts. 

“Many networks remain interstitial […] to the dominant configurations […] insterstitial interaction 
eventually produce a more powerful emergent network, centered on one or more of the four power 
sources, and induce a reorganization of social life and a new dominant configuration. And so the 
historical process continues.” (Mann 1986: 30) 

Mann’s ideas about interstices are inspired by Marx’s description of the emergence of bourgeois 
society between the “pores” of feudal society: power configurations “can never be fully institutionalized 
or insulated from influences coming ‘interstitially’ from cracks within and between them. Social 
changes results from a dialectic between the institutionalization and the interstitial emergence of power 
networks.” (Mann, 2006: 343)

It may be conjectured that we are witnessing the possible interstitial emergence of a main historical 
transformation, the Second Deep Transition: 
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It “has gradually started to unfold since the 1970s in specific niches, not as a mainstream development 
but rather as an undercurrent of historical change. Examples include renewable energy development, 
alternative food production practices, emergence of new types of mobility services, and many others.” 
(Schot & Langer, 2018)

The Marx-Mann conceptual scheme suggests that the transformation that seems to be unfolding can 
only become really deep if it combines major changes at the level of technological power – particularly 
concerning dominant forms of generating and using advanced knowledge – with major changes at the 
level of Ideological, Economic, Military and Ideological power relations. 

Changes must include both the democratization “of control over innovation production and diffusion” 
and “alternative technologies” (Schot & Steinmueller, 2016: 18). Prevailing combinations of technology 
and social relations foster rather than hamper inequality and lack of sustainability. Historians of technology 
are summoned to “challenge the view that there are no real alternatives” (Schot, 2016). 

Searching for such alternatives has to do with how and why does technological change happen. 
According to the evolutionary theory of economic and technological change (Nelson and Winter, 1982; 
see also Mokyr, 2002: 11), inspired by Schumpeter, different new technologies appear as “mutation” and 
the economic environment “selects” among them. A careful reading of the history of technology (for 
example, Mokyr, 1990: 275-278) tends to confirm what the Marx-Mann conceptual scheme suggests: 
the four IEMP power relations have relevant roles in the selection of technologies. The point seems 
to be not only of academic interest but a fundamental one for gauging the possibilities of transitions 
to sustainability. The last are not fostered by dominant economic trends and networks. Geels (2010: 
507) argues that, consequently, public authorities and civil society have a crucial role for sustainability 
transitions. Such assertion has, as one of its implications, that if “alternative” political and ideological 
networks (those that challenge prevailing configurations of power) are not able to strongly influence 
technological change, then transitions to more sustainability (and less inequality) are hardly feasible. So 
knowledge democratization (Arocena and Sutz, 2017) is required.

Democratization in general can be understood as empowering people seen as agents and not 
patients. It demands expanding collective power, particularly of deprived sectors, while at the same 
time countervailing the expansion of distributive power. That is not easy because social power rests 
fundamentally on organization, so creating collective power usually generates distributive power as 
well. (Mann, 2006: 366) 

Mutual influences between technology and social relations have in recent times fostered the 
accelerated expansion of knowledge-based collective power and, more often than not, also the increase 
of distributive power, particularly due to how elites control the generation and use of scientific and 
technological knowledge. 

Democratizing agency requires mobilization of subordinated groups which, in general, is needed 
for states to remain relatively autonomous from economic elites as well as connected or “embedded” in 
society (Evans, 1995: 246). Such mobilization can lead to forging large popular coalitions able to win 
elections, organize new governments and implement relevant social policies, as it happened recently in 
Latin America. Concentration of power, at least during some years, was diminished; in several senses 
democracy was expanded; nevertheless the connection of social power with advanced knowledge was 
scarcely challenged. 

In terms of the National Innovation System framework, it can be said that the so called progressive turn 
in Latin American politics during the first years of this century had very modest results. The upgrading 
of production of goods and services by the expansion of research and innovation was not remarkable in 
general and quite absent in most cases: the external power of each nation, its collective power, as it stems 
from its Innovation System was not significantly increased. Progressive parties in office did not care 
much of strengthening the technological vertex of the core triangle and its linkages with the State. The 
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internal distribution of power in each NIS was not significantly altered either; in particularly, integrating 
popular actors to the Innovation System was seldom a main concern. 

When the bonanza withers away and new demands appear – in no small measure because the 
most pressing ones were contemplated before – distributional coalitions show their limitations. It has 
been asserted that “upgrading coalitions” (Doner and Schneider, 2016) are required to overcome the 
“middle income trap”. As said, here it is understood that such trap stems from the peripheral condition, 
rooted in a productive structure with, generally speaking, low content of advanced knowledge and 
high qualifications. It can be said that upgrading coalitions are needed to overcome the peripheral trap, 
especially by strengthening the NIS and expanding it by effectively incorporating new actors. Upgrading 
coalitions in the catching-up processes of South Korea and Taiwan were not popular coalitions and they 
did not emerge in democratic contexts. Upgrading coalitions in democratic contexts need to have a broad 
social base: they need to be popular coalitions. For that they need to be distributional coalitions. Can 
popular coalitions be also upgrading coalitions? A positive answer requires democratizing capabilities 
at the level of knowledge and technological power, at the level of Ideological, Economic, Military and 
Ideological relations, and at the level of mutual influences between technology and social relations. 

8. SUMMING UP

This paper has considered three types of equalizing processes. Of the first one, called patients 
equality, some rather benign examples can be given but it seems that by far the most relevant historical 
cases are directly related with catastrophes generated by Scheidel's “Four Horsemen of Leveling”. Of 
the second equalizing process, reactive agents equality, the main examples considered in this paper 
are related with the Latin American experience during the first years of this century. Of the third such 
process, proactive equality, illustrated by Scandinavia, examples are not abundant in history. But if they 
do not expand, a Deep Transition that copes with environmental degradation and social inequality will 
perhaps be blocked. In such case the Fifth Horseman of climatic catastrophe is not sure to be leveling 
but living with it is sure to be nasty and brutish.
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PROF. JOEL MOKYR. DOCTOR HONORIS CAUSA DE 
LA UNIVERSIDAD DE LA REPÚBLICA, URUGUAY

PRESENTACIÓN

El 6 de diciembre de 2018, la Universidad de la República, Uruguay, entregó el título de Doctor Ho-
noris Causa al docente de Historia Económica Joel Mokyr.

Joel Mokyr nació en Leiden, Países Bajos, en 1946. Después de estudiar en Jerusalem y Yale, inició 
en 1974 su carrera docente en la Universidad Northwestern. Allí accedió, en 1980, al cargo de Profe-
sor y, desde 1984, ocupó la posición de Robert H. Strotz Professor of Arts and Sciences y Professor of 
Economics and History. Ha sido Profesor Visitante en las universidades de Stanford, Chicago, Harvard, 
Dublin (University College), Jerusalem (Hebrew University), Tel Aviv y Manchester. Desde 2001 ha 
sido el Sackler Professorial Fellow de la Universidad de Tel Aviv y Fellow del Advanced Center forBe-
havioural Sciences, Universidad de Stanford.

Joel Mokyr ocupó y ocupa puestos destacados en muy diversas organizaciones profesionales y ha 
sido editor o miembro de consejos editoriales de las más destacadas revistas de historia económica. En-
tre muchos trabajos editados, puede mencionarse la Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History. Entre 
las distinciones obtenidas, se encuentra el Heineken Prizefor History (2006), ser miembro de la Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences y ser miembro extranjero de la Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts.

Más allá de haber incursionado en muy diversos temas, es posible trazar una trayectoria muy nítida 
en los tópicos tratados en sus investigaciones. Se inició en la investigación estudiando problemas de 
atraso relativo. Uno de ellos fue la tardía industrialización de Bélgica y Holanda (Industrialization in 
the Low Countries, Yale University Press, 1976), comparada con la de Inglaterra. Otro fue el fuerte 
contraste entre Inglaterra e Irlanda, especialmente la comprensión de las hambrunas en este último, en 
la primera mitad del siglo XIX (Why ireland Starved, Routledge, 1983). Los estudios de estos casos de 
tardía o fallida industrialización llevaron a Mokyr a concentrar sus esfuerzos en entender más profunda-
mente la propia industrialización inglesa, la Revolución Industrial. Sus estudios contribuyeron a desatar 
una fuerte polémica y a promover la investigación sobre el tema, que encuentra una primera colección 
de aportes en su edición de TheEconomics of the Industrial Revolution (Rowman and LittlefieldsPu-
blishers, Inc., 1985) y una obra de síntesis en otro libro de su edición y en el que escribe un potente 
capítulo introductorio (The British Industrial Revolution. An Economic Perspective, Taylor and Francis, 
1996). La Revolución Industrial lo acompañará hasta el presente y, a su vez, lo llevó a interesarse por el 
desarrollo de la ciencia, la tecnología y la innovación de manera más general, y a colocar la Revolución 
Industrial en el contexto de estos desarrollos a lo largo de la historia. Así, en The Lever of the Riches. 
Technological Creativity and Economic Progress (Oxford UniversityPress, 1990) se describen e inter-
pretan 25 siglos de cambio tecnológico. Sobre la base de semejantes trabajos de gran cobertura tempo-
ral, volvió luego a concentrarse en la propia Revolución Industrial. En The Gifts of Athenea (Princeton  
University Press, 2004), aborda el surgimiento y funcionamiento de la economía del conocimiento, ba-
sada en la aplicación sistemática de lo que llama el conocimiento “útil”, que ha dominado la vida de los 
dos últimos siglos. En The Enlightened Economy. An Economic History of England 1700-1850 (Yale 
University Press, 2009) vuelve a discutir detalladamente los diferentes modelos interpretativos de la 
Revolución Industrial, a la vez que presenta un enfoque sumamente abarcador de muy diversos aspectos 
de la economía y sociedad británica entre 1700 y 1850. Más recientemente, concentró sus esfuerzos en 
comprender el proceso previo a la Revolución Industrial y cómo se sentaron sus bases, en A Culture of 
Growth. The Origins of the Modern Economy (Princeton UniversityPress, 2018).

A lo largo de este periplo, Mokyr fue procesando cambios muy radicales en su forma de ver las cien-
cias sociales y la historia, así como en sus marcos teóricos y estrategias de investigación. Sus jóvenes 
trabajos sobre los Países Bajos e Irlanda, y aún sus primeros trabajos sobre la Revolución Industrial, es-
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tán claramente enmarcadas en la irrupción en el estudio de la historia económica de la entonces llamada 
Nueva Historia Económica o Cliometría. Esta corriente se basó no solamente en el uso sistemático de 
métodos cuantitativos, sino primordialmente en la aplicación rigurosa de la teoría económica para inter-
pretar la historia. Y la teoría económica de entonces era, predominantemente, la economía neoclásica. 
Mokyr fue uno de los más importantes exponentes de esta corriente.

Sus estudios sobre la Revolución Industrial parecen iniciar a Mokyr en una trayectoria un tanto di-
ferente. Su disconformidad con los diferentes modelos propuestos para interpretar la Revolución Indus-
trial es manifiesta, al punto de tener la valentía de reconocer, después de décadas dedicadas a su estudio, 
que aún no contamos con una firme interpretación y explicación del proceso. Más aún, sus trabajos 
meticulosos lo llevaron a concluir que, en realidad, nunca tuvo lugar algo parecido a una Revolución 
Industrial, sino un conjunto de hechos vinculados, que transcurrieron a lo largo de un período prolon-
gado de tiempo, que no tuvo un impacto inmediato en las tasas de crecimiento y que no fue percibido 
por los contemporáneos como una revolución. No por ello deja de tener sentido, según él, hablar de la 
Revolución Industrial para referirse a ese largo período.

La dificultad para encontrar explicaciones simples de la Revolución Industrial llevó a Mokyr a adop-
tar cada vez más un enfoque interdisciplinario de las ciencias sociales y a concebir a la Revolución 
Industrial no como un resultado inevitable de un proceso acumulativo natural, en el que toda sociedad 
desembocaría, sino como una especie de milagro histórico, como un resultado evolutivo no predetermi-
nado. Es al confrontar la Revolución Industrial con 25 siglos de historia de la tecnología y el progreso 
económico, que esas características de la Revolución Industrial aparecen más marcadas. En The Lever 
of the Riches sostiene que desde el siglo XIV es posible notar que Europa Occidental había aprendido 
todo lo que podía aprender de otras civilizaciones y que iba en camino a desarrollar una cultura de la 
innovación, que progresivamente iría a contribuir, con otros factores, al fenómeno de la Revolución 
Industrial. Así comienza un periplo, en el que los factores culturales e institucionales irían a jugar un 
rol explicativo central del proceso evolutivo, en contraste con otras explicaciones que atribuyen la Re-
volución Industrial predominantemente a factores geográficos o puramente económicos (dotación de 
factores y precios relativos), o bien a factores culturales de otra índole, como la religión o las llamadas 
virtudes burguesas. En su caso, es la cultura de la aplicación del conocimiento y la tecnología, para el 
dominio de la naturaleza y la mejora de las condiciones de vida, el componente explicativo central de la 
economía del conocimiento, elemento no dominante en la mayoría de las civilizaciones.

A esta altura Mokyr ya estaba muy lejos del joven que había recibido críticas por creer mucho en 
los modelos teóricos y visitar poco los archivos. Se ha transformado en un erudito, curioso por los 
detalles, pero capaz de extraer de ellos profundas visiones y una comprensión amplia de los procesos. 
En The Gifts of Athenea desarrolla su renombrada división del conocimiento “útil” entre conocimiento 
“proposicional” y conocimiento “prescriptivo”. El primero es de carácter general, teórico; el segundo 
es el conocimiento de las técnicas. El crecimiento económico moderno, sostiene, es el resultado de un 
conjunto de normas e instituciones que promueven activa y racionalmente la búsqueda de conocimiento 
proposicional y su aplicación al descubrimiento de conocimiento prescriptivo. Sin los avances en el co-
nocimiento proposicional sería imposible su empalme con el conocimiento prescriptivo, que daría lugar 
al crecimiento sostenido.

Cuando vuelve a concentrarse en la Revolución Industrial en The Enlightened Economy, la ilustra-
ción pasa a ser el componente explicativo central. El balance entre la determinación de las condiciones 
materiales de vida de los individuos y sus intereses creados, por un lado, y el mundo de las ideas y el 
conocimiento, por el otro, es visto como complementario y el desenlace circunstancial. Para la Revolu-
ción Industrial, el fenómeno de la Ilustración fue decisivo, por lo que Inglaterra deja de ser el principal 
objeto de estudio; la Revolución Industrial pasa a ser un proceso de la Europa Occidental y el liderazgo 
inglés solamente circunstancial.

En el muy reciente Culture of Growth, Mokyr vuelve atrás y se pregunta sobre las condiciones que 
hicieron posible la ilustración y la Revolución Industrial y que emergiera la cultura de la permanente 
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superación de las condiciones de vida mediante el conocimiento de la naturaleza y sus regularidades 
y de la aplicación de esos conocimientos a la actividad productiva. Vuelve a insistir en que la historia 
económica y la historia de las ideas han sido dos disciplinas que se han cultivado en paralelo, con poca 
interacción recíproca. Así, se concentra en el período que llama “entre Colón y Newton”, para entender 
cómo se procesa un cambio cultural radical en una élite intelectual. Así, Mokyr recurre a la historia 
intelectual y de la ciencia y la tecnología, para responder a la pregunta principal de los economistas: 
cómo explicar el crecimiento económico moderno. Al igual que muchos otros historiadores económicos 
y economistas, cree que las explicaciones económicas están, en gran medida, fuera de lo que algunos 
economistas llaman la economía propiamente dicha. Por ello, algunas críticas a su actual producción se 
orientan a la falta de demostración empírica rigurosa de sus conclusiones, entendiendo por ello la mo-
delización cuantificable y el testeo de hipótesis.

Mokyr es, sin dudas, un académico que ha protagonizado cambios radicales en nuestras formas de 
ver la historia, la historia de las ideas y la ciencia y la historia económica. La Revolución Industrial, en 
sus aspectos fundamentales, es un fenómeno que transcurre hasta nuestros días. Entenderla es un desafío 
esencial para los países en desarrollo. Sus enseñanzas son centrales para comprender las limitaciones 
intrínsecas de procesos de desarrollo basados en la copia tecnológica sin el desarrollo paralelo de la 
capacidad de producir conocimiento proposicional y prescriptivo y del riesgo del divorcio entre ambos. 
A su vez, la crisis ambiental actual nos enfrenta a la pregunta de si los principios de la economía del 
conocimiento pueden ser compatibles con un continuo aumento del bienestar humano en el espíritu de 
la Revolución Industrial, o si un cambio paradigmático es inevitable.

Joel Mokyr ha sido una referencia permanente en la actividad académica de quienes pensamos y 
abordamos las interpretaciones del desarrollo en el largo plazo. Sus ideas forman parte de una comu-
nidad epistémica de la que forman parte muchos estudiosos del desarrollo y la historia económica la-
tinoamericana. Un reconocimiento como el que le brindó la Universidad de la República confirma las 
virtudes de una trayectoria intelectual brillante.

En ocasión de recibir el título de Doctor Honoris Causa, el Prof. Joel Mokyrdictó la Conferencia 
Magistral que transcribimos a continuación. 

CONFERENCIA MAGISTRAL

Madam Provost, Madam Dean, Professor Bértola, esteemed members of the faculty and honored 
guests, ladies and gentlemen:

I am deeply honored and humbled to stand before you today to receive an honorary degree from the 
University of the Republic of Uruguay in Montevideo. Having been born in one small rich country and 
grown up in another, I have actually thought quite a lot about the economic successes of small open eco-
nomies, from Switzerland to Denmark to New Zealand, and I am especially pleased to be here tonight 
in a country that is a shining example of such successes. 

I have spent my career working in economic history, a truly interdisciplinary field that is located 
primarily in Economics departments, but with a clear presence in History, with strong connections in 
Political Science, Sociology, and Business Schools. The field should not be confused with the History 
of Economic Thought, which examines the writings of writers on economic theory of the past. Econo-
mic historians examine past economic conditions, such as markets, taxation, demographic fluctuations, 
living standards, income distribution, and production technology.

Today I shall try to answer only one question, and it is a self-serving one: Why should one study eco-
nomic history? For the historians, the answer should be obvious. Economic history is about the material 
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fabric of life: it is about how humans over the ages coped with the biblical retribution that in the sweat 
of thy brow thou shalt eat bread. It is how people struggled with a recalcitrant and often hostile envi-
ronment, trying to get their families to survive hunger, cold, and disease. It is concerned with taxes and 
rents and the many other forms by which the strong and the powerful extracted resources from the poor 
and the weak. But it is also about the miracles of human cooperation and ingenuity to create wealth and 
security. It is about how markets and exchange worked, lubricated by human inventions such as money, 
contracts, and corporations. It is about how slowly but certainly humans came to understand the laws of 
physics, chemistry, and biology and harnessed them to their needs to produce engines, antibiotics, steel, 
and sausages.

For the economist, economic history should be studied for the same reason that evolutionary biolo-
gists should study paleontology. As every biologist knows, 99% or more of all species that ever existed 
are extinct. Excluding the past from the study of living beings would limit the scope of inquiry to a small 
part of the available information. The same holds for economics. The historical record of economies 
over the entire span of the past offers a panel of vastly richer and more diverse data than the present 
world by itself. If we are to understand how economies work, we cannot throw away 95 percent of all 
observations even if the record of past societies is often little more than the documentary equivalent of 
a few bones or teeth of now-extinct entities. 

The past provides the economist and social scientist with a laboratory to examine phenomena that 
modern environments cannot. An economist studying today’s world will not encounter many institutions 
prevalent in the past, such as feudalism, formal and open slave markets, and blatant colonialism.  Human 
demography followed very different rules. Today you cannot find many examples of systems that obey 
the dismal and gloomy laws of Malthusian dynamics, when any economic advance was supposedly 
undone by relentless population growth. Demographic shocks such as the Black Death, which in a few 
years wiped out a third of Europe’s population provided a fine “experiment” to social scientists, and 
mercifully will never be repeated. Or so we hope. More recently, we can and should study the economics 
of totalitarian collectivist economies such as the Soviet Union, or manorial economies, in which the ow-
nership of land and access to it were the dominant issues in the economy. On a more mundane level, past 
economies, far more than today, were dominated by domesticated and working animals. Horses, buffalo, 
donkeys, camels, and oxen were crucial forms of capital, determining who was rich and who was not. 
Their absence, it has been argued, would lock economies into certain trajectories. The study of extinct 
economies sheds light on how economies operated in conditions that our own world cannot replicate.

Perhaps most striking and insufficiently emphasized, the economies of the past were almost entirely 
organized as what we could call today “gig economies.” Before the Industrial Revolution, the world 
did not have many “firms” as we know them today. The Industrial Revolution brought us economic 
growth and higher living standards, and it also gave us the “factory” –not just manufacturing plants but 
also office buildings, department stores, and warehouses, in which workers came from the outside at an 
assigned time, and subjected themselves willingly to a regime of discipline and a hierarchical structure 
with people who were not related to them. Before that, the firm was the family and the family was the 
firm. Farmers worked on their fields, artisans in their workshops, and merchants in their stores. Produc-
tion was carried out by the household, even if they produced for the market.  Apart from apprentices, 
journeymen and servants, most people usually worked for themselves in their households, setting their 
own hours and work environment. If there were employees, they were more like Leporello than like 
Charlie Chaplin. If today the gig economy is indeed growing thanks to modern technology that makes 
telecommuting as well as organizations like Uber and Airbnb possible, we should note that the pendu-
lum is swinging back to an earlier time. 

The other economic subject that makes studying the past so different from studying modern eco-
nomies is that until a few centuries ago “the state” meant something quite different from today. There 
were always rulers, and people paid taxes, but in the vast majority of cases there was no presumption 
that the rulers were supposed to do much for the economic welfare of their subjects in exchange except 
guard them from invaders and, if they could, alleviate the worst forms of starvation. This odd idea, that 
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the state was supposed to provide the citizens with public goods that increase the economic well-being 
of the citizenry at large like law and order, contract enforcement, education, infrastructure, intellectual 
property rights, public health, social security, and funding for scientific research –to name a few– , is by 
and large an Enlightenment notion. Some of it in embryonic form could be found in ancient Rome, in 
Europe after the Reformation, and in China as part of the Imperial bureaucracy, but more often than not, 
such activities were aimed at the welfare of the ruler, his dynasty, and a few cronies. Until then, apart 
from a perfunctory justice system, the state spent the vast bulk of its income on the military and the cons-
picuous consumption of the ruling clique. As a result, most services that a modern person would expect 
from the state in the past were supplied privately, by religious organizations, or not at all. Such private-
order organizations often worked quite well — but today we are too accustomed to the “government” 
regulating and supervising the economy, protecting consumers and borrowers, licensing businesses, and 
providing us with many essential services, for better or (more often) for worse.

Economic history is, by its very definition, an interdisciplinary field. It is, in reality, even more inter-
disciplinary than it sounds. Economic historians have to know, of course, economic theory and econo-
metrics, know the history of the economies they study, and be able to read original historical documents 
often in dead or obsolete languages and scripts and decipher primary archival manuscripts sources, as 
well as know foreign languages. They need to have a “sense of history” –realizing intuitively what daily 
life in the past was like. They also have to be numerate: trained in quantitative methods and advanced 
data analysis, and often many of them have to be versed in other areas that relate to their specific re-
search such as nutritional science, agronomy, medicine, engineering, and many other areas. The best 
economic historians are jacks of all trades and the masters of many.

I have kept the most important reason for the end. Above all, economic history should be taught in 
order to remind intelligent and thoughtful people that the best time in history to be born on our planet is 
today. The Good Old days may have been old, but they were never good. In premodern societies, as we 
should remind everyone with an interest in the human past or present, for the vast majority of humanity 
daily life was bleak, uncomfortable, and joyless. Death, pain, hunger, disease, and fear where far more 
omnipresent than today. Most people in the past were poor, not in the sense we think of poverty today, 
but through the absence of the basic necessities of survival, the poverty of homeless and starving beg-
gars, of peasants for whom backbreaking toil still often ended in harvest failure and famine. 

The results were in plain sight. By our standards, most people in the past were remarkably short, 
mostly skinny and malnourished, sickly, and suffered from bad teeth, bad skin, bad odor, and often fleas, 
lice and other vermin. Women had a particular miserable existence in many past societies: traditionally 
oppressed by their husbands and male relatives, toiling both at home and in the fields, they were con-
demned to an adulthood of many pregnancies, which often ended in miscarriages, stillbirths, or children 
who died before their fifth birthdays, breaking their mothers’s hearts. The idyllic image of noble and 
good-looking savages and peasants rollicking about merrily on green natural pastures surrounded by 
butterflies and flowers unencumbered by the horrors of modern technology, propa gated by nostalgic but 
poorly-informed writers from Rousseau to Heidegger, are complete myths. 

Of course, there were some well-to-do people in the past, those who could live in stone houses, eat 
meat, listen to symphonies, and buy paintings. But these were almost never more than a few percenta-
ge points of the population. In today’s industrialized countries the lower middle-class citizens enjoy a 
material standard of living far better than the popes and emperors of the Renaissance: they are healthier 
and more secure, they eat and drink better, are warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer, and have 
vastly greater access to culture, information, and entertainment. It is the task of economic history to 
sound a bell of optimism: our world is far from perfect, but it is in many quantifiable and measurable 
dimensions better than world that was.  

Between the bad old days and our own age stands the Industrial Revolution. Apart from the fact that 
it happened, much of its significance is still in dispute. As I see it, the Industrial Revolution is to econo-
mic history what the rise of Christianity was to the history of monotheistic religion. Christianity was not 
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the very beginning of monotheism any more than the British Industrial Revolution was the beginning of 
mechanization and the use of fossil fuels, but in economic history “degree is everything” –from small 
enclaves and specks in the English midlands, mechanization and factories spread to become the domi-
nant shape of production, mercilessly squeezing out older forms. Much like Christianity that started in a 
small and rather remote part of the Roman Empire, the Industrial Revolution started in a few provincial 
counties in England and Scotland, far from the great and cultured cities of Paris, Venice, and Amster-
dam. But its advance was relentless, basically because it had discovered something that worked better 
than what there was before. 

What the Industrial Revolution has done, as basically every professional agrees, is to refute the fa-
mous line in Deuteronomy 15:11, “For there will never cease to be poor in the land; that is why I am 
commanding you to open wide your hand to your brother and to the poor and needy in your land.” The 
ineluctable truth in today’s world is that from a purely technological point of view there is no need for 
poverty to be present anywhere. If there is poverty, it is not–as economists have traditionally thought– 
because we simply cannot produce enough to allow every person on this planet to live a decent existen-
ce, be properly fed, housed, and educated. Modern economies can produce enough, so that there does 
not have to be poverty in Chicago, Buenos Aires, or perhaps even Mumbai. After all, poverty is all but 
absent in Zurich, Dublin, Oslo, Tokyo, or Munich. Where it is still present, it is because our institutions 
in some way have failed us.

And perhaps here is what every economic historians end up thinking about, for better or worse: tech-
nology, productivity, and living standards have advanced relentlessly in the past two centuries, punctua-
ted only by human idiocy such as colonialism, two world wars, and totalitarianism. Every economist 
understands the concept of technological progress. Note the idea of “progress”: there is a trend here 
–things are getting better. The reason is that technology is knowledge, and knowledge is cumulative. We 
can know what earlier generations knew, but they could not know what we know. Einstein knew more 
than Newton, Newton knew more than Ptolemy. But when it comes to human affairs and governance, to 
the way our institutions are designed and operate, an upward trend is much more questionable. Has there 
been sustained institutional progress? Is Putin’s Russia in some ways better than Augustus’s Rome? Is 
Xi’s China enlightened relative to the Song dynasty? Who is more corrupt and bloodthirsty, Rodrigo 
Duterte or Caligula? Are families and communities and social connections in 2018 in some way better 
than in the past? 

Like every field of inquiry, normal science consists of answering less ambitious questions. In econo-
mic history, the range of questions is especially rich, because they are distributed in three dimensions: 
time, space, and subject. Our age is the era of big data: advanced empirical models using “deep learning” 
and sophisticated estimation methods are ruling economics; economic history is part of that movement. 
My students have far more observations and fancier techniques than my generation ever dreamed of, and 
they are reconstructing the past, datapoint by datapoint. They will continue to study the economic past 
with ever-more powerful tools, for all the reasons I mentioned, and one more. The last one is the best of 
all: we humans study our history because its outcomes are alive all around us. As William Faulkner said, 
“the past is never dead. It’s not even past.”
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RESEÑA DEL LIBRO "DESARROLLO Y DESIGUALDAD 
EN CHILE. HISTORIA DE SU ECONOMÍA POLÍTICA 
(1850-2009)”, DEL PROF. JAVIER RODRÍGUEZ WEBER  

Brank0 Milanovic *

The publication of Javier Rodriguez Weber’s Desarrollo y Desigualdad en Chile. Historia de su 
economía política (1850-2009) is a celebration for all those interested in empirical economic history, 
and especially those who care about economic history of Latin America and Chile in particular. It is a 
book that has few recent counterparts and may be best compared in its skillful combination of historical 
narrative and income distribution data to Thomas Piketty’s High Incomes in France which was the basis 
for his later bestseller Capital in the 21st century.

Rodriguez Weber’s book contains two innovations. The first is methodological. Rodriguez Weber 
introduces the so-called “dynamic social tables”. These social tables give a summarized social structure 
of a society going from the richest to the poorest class. They have been used previously in historical 
research but the problem was that they were static: incomes of social classes would be just a snapshot 
for one year. The innovation of Rodriguez Weber was to let incomes of each of the classes grow or fall 
according to their predominant source of income, information on which is available from Chilean histo-
rical data and national accounts. He was thus able to show the evolution of the social structure and inco-
mes of population over more than a century and a half. Very few countries can boast of anything similar. 

By dividing this long period into several politically meaningful sub-periods, Rodriguez Weber is able 
to show both how the economy grew over each and how were the fruits of growth distributed. There 
are clear differences in that respect between república oligárquica (1905-38) and república mesocrática 
(1938-71), to give just one example. The wealth of data allows him also to test the relationship between 
factor endowments, economic growth and globalization on the one hand, and inequality on the other. He 
argues that inequality outcomes are not linked in a unique fashion with either of these variables, but that 
the effects are mediated by institutions.

The wealth of data and his new methodology allow him also to look at a number of important re-
lationship that have been established in economics and see how they perform. He thus looks at the 
Kuznets curve (link between income level and inequality), Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson theorem (link 
between country’s endowments, trade and inequality), Sokoloff-Engelmann hypothesis (endowments 
and underdevelopment of Latin America). 

The second important contribution is the narrative that links political and economic development in 
a fashion advocated by the Annales school and gives to the reader a double pleasure of learning about 
history of a country and seeing how it affects lives of actual people: formal and informal sector workers, 
farmers, self-employed, government employees, large landowners and capitalists.
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After reading Rodriguez Weber’s book I found myself with a strange feeling of suddenly knowing 
much more about the economic history of Chile, a country about which I previously knew relatively litt-
le, than I knew about countries with which I was more familiar. This is perhaps the greatest contributors 
that a book on economic history can make. 

Branko Milanovic 

New York, January 2018
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RESEÑA DEL LIBRO “LAS EMPRESAS EXTRANJERAS 
EN ARGENTINA DESDE EL SIGLO XIX AL SIGLO XXI”, 
NORMA LANCIOTTI Y ANDREA LLUCH (EDS.)

Nicolás Reig Lorenzi *

Este libro se enmarca en la discusión del papel de las inversiones externas en el desarrollo, uno de 
los temas más trascendentes de la economía internacional del último siglo. El mismo, elaborado por un 
equipo de investigación interdisciplinario de economistas e historiadores dentro del proyecto “Empresas 
e inversiones extranjeras en la economía argentina. Un análisis histórico de largo plazo, 1870-2001”, 
aborda el tema desde una perspectiva histórica y centrada en la historia de las empresas. Se presenta una 
nueva descripción, síntesis e interpretación de los ciclos de entrada y salida de empresas extranjeras, 
en base a la articulación entre diversas categorías como nacionalidad, distribución sectorial, estrategia 
de entrada y forma de organización de las firmas, analizando, asimismo, el efecto de estas empresas en 
sectores claves de la economía y las estrategias de vinculación de estas firmas a nivel de directorio. La 
hipótesis principal del libro, que se contrasta con la evidencia presentada, es que Argentina ha sido un 
receptor atractivo de inversiones externas en el largo plazo. 

El trabajo utiliza una gran cantidad de evidencia empírica y considera diversas teorías que aportan 
elementos para explicar los factores que determinan la internacionalización de las empresas en el largo 
plazo. En términos de la evidencia, la misma proviene tanto de una nueva base de datos, construida 
por el equipo de investigación para el análisis de largo plazo (periodo 1870-1971) (base de acceso 
libre),como del tratamiento de otras fuentes para el periodo reciente (1973-1975 hasta la actualidad). 
Respecto a la teoría, se consideran los argumentos de distintas concepciones y autores, lo cual enriquece 
el análisis y la interpretación; por ejemplo, desde los trabajos pioneros de Hymer (1960) y Kindleberger 
(1969), hasta el enfoque ecléctico de Dunning (1983) y las tesis de Wilkins (1994). Asimismo, se incluye 
una extensa revisión bibliográfica sobre los trabajos que han abordado el tema de las inversiones ex-
tranjeras en Argentina en diferentes periodos temporales y desde distintas perspectivas. Los resultados 
de la investigación muestran el carácter estructural y la persistente relevancia de la inversión extranjera 
directa en el país, y, a su vez, permiten identificar aspectos cualitativos de la inversión y de las formas de 
organización de las principales empresas extranjeras en el largo plazo (más de un siglo).

El contenido se estructura en tres partes con varios capítulos y apéndices en cada una de ellas. La 
Parte 1, “Empresas e inversiones extranjeras en la Argentina (1875-1975)”, incluye, inicialmente, una 
amplia revisión de antecedentes respecto a los análisis e interpretaciones sobre las empresas extranjeras 
y la economía argentina, y, posteriormente, se abordan en profundidad varios temas complementarios: 
las empresas extranjeras en el primer ciclo de inversión y endeudamiento (1875-1945); las empresas 
belgas: formas organizativas y perfil sectorial (1900-1945); la inversión externa directa y los destinos 
de las exportaciones durante el primer ciclo de inversión y endeudamiento; las empresas extranjeras 
durante la industrialización dirigida por el Estado: el auge industrial; y las grandes empresas extranjeras 
en Argentina: características y transformaciones (1913-1971). A su vez, en los apéndices se presenta la 
metodología y las fuentes, algunos comentarios jurídicos sobre la nacionalidad de las empresas, y el 
ranking de empresas extranjeras en Argentina.
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La Parte 2, “Las empresas extranjeras en la segunda economía global (1975-2015)”, analiza, por un 
lado, la cúpula empresarial extranjera durante la posconvertibilidad, y, por otro, el capital extranjero en 
la transformación de la industria aceitera argentina de las últimas décadas (1970-2010). En los apéndices 
se muestra la información sobre las cien mayores Empresas Extranjeras en los años 2005 y 2014, las 
Fusiones y adquisiciones (2000-2014) y los Grandes Grupos Económicos extranjeros en 2014. 

Por último, en la Parte 3, “Redes corporativas y empresas extranjeras”, se aporta nueva evidencia y 
análisis sobre la red corporativa argentina y el rol de las empresas extranjeras: un estudio desde las redes 
de directorios (1923-2000). Los apéndices incluyen una descripción del análisis de redes corporativas, 
las medidas estructurales de la red corporativa argentina (1923-2000), las medidas de red, las fuentes y 
datos, y el marco legal en Argentina antes de la sanción de la ley 19.550 (1972).

El libro representa, en conjunto, un importante esfuerzo colectivo interdisciplinario y una contribu-
ción relevante al estudio del tema, tanto por su abordaje histórico como por la evidencia empírica utili-
zada y la combinación de enfoques y teorías. Asimismo, constituye una valiosa referencia para futuras 
investigaciones sobre el rol de la inversión externa en el desarrollo de Argentina en una perspectiva de 
largo plazo.
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RESEÑA DEL LIBRO “DEVELOPMENTAL UNIVERSITIES 
IN INCLUSIVE INNOVATION SYSTEMS – ALTERNATIVES 
FOR KNOWLEDGE DEMOCRATIZATION IN 
THE GLOBAL SOUTH" DE LOS PROF. RODRIGO 
AROCENA, BO GÖRANSSON Y JUDITH SUTZ

Flávio Peixoto*

In an emblematic passage of the book “Waiting for the Barbarians”, Nobel Laureate in Literature John 
M. Coetzee describes the responsibility of a man that faces the “barbarian practices” of his own people 
to supposedly prevent the city from a barbarian invasion by using torture methods. His responsibility 
is highlighted by the knowledge he can no more ignore once he was “shed” by the irreversible light of 
knowing that somehow compels him to do something. 

“(...) I know somewhat too much; and from this knowledge, once has been infected, there seems to be no 
recovering. I ought never to have taken my lantern to see what was going on in the hut by the granary. 
On the other hand, there was no way, once I had picked up my lantern, for me to put it down again. The 
knot loops in upon itself; I cannot find the end”. 

The quotation suggests that knowledge brings responsibility. Insofar as one can see things in a different 
way and, more importantly, has the power to make changes that ultimately improve people’s lives, it is 
not possible just to turn its head in other direction. If, on the one hand, knowledge gives the possibility 
to its holders to reproduce the institutions and relations that sustain their advantages and to reproduce 
inequalities, on the other hand, it can also give the possibility to be turned into a tool to fight them by 
changing the status quo and the environment inequalities are reproduced. Thus, knowledge is power. 
Power to concentrate but also power to diffuse. Power to oppress and power to set free. Power to control 
and power to democratize. 

In the global context of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), asimportant as ending poverty 
and promoting sustainable economic growth is improving education and health, and particularly reduce 
inequality. These targets highlight the paramount importance of Sustainable Human Development as a 
‘humanistic’ dimension of development. Such dimension brings about not only a well-known discussion 
of what development really means, but also the need to combine it with the emergence of a new produc-
tive structure and capabilities building, aiming overall at overcomingunderdevelopment (economic and 
political) by reducing inequalities hand-in-hand with the democratization of knowledge and freedom. 

This volume shows that inequality may be furthered by dominant economic, political and ideological re-
lations that can be fostered by some patters based on advanced knowledge, which means that inequality 
is by some means connected with social relations and (use of and access to) knowledge. Therefore, how 
knowledge is generated and used, and how learning activities are distributed, is of great importance to 
the distribution of power in society, including innovation capacity once innovation processes are stron-
gly based on social interactions within the innovation system. 

In this context, knowledge, learning and innovation play a central role for promoting Sustainable Hu-
man Development. Learning opportunities and processes shape social relations concerning inequalities. 

This book places knowledge and Developmental University as key elements to the development process 
in the Global South in a knowledge-based and innovation-driven economy in order to overcome under-
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development as a peripheral condition in the knowledge economy with foreign subordination. Universi-
ties are system builders, and the actors that have the knowledge and the power in this system to act over 
the reduction of inequalities carry a great responsibility in this context. 

Stemming from the developmental debate, chapter 2 discusses the concepts of development as related to 
values and ethical choices so that a normative perspective is required. Such perspective brings out what 
is desirable and acts as a starting point to what it is desired to achieve (propositional approach), taking 
into consideration what reality is (factual approach) and making choices on how to act to achieve the 
purposes yarned (prospective approach). Chapter 3 brings the issue of knowledge as a key element to 
struggle inequalities and presents the learning divide and asymmetric learning opportunities as perverse 
mechanisms that ultimately shape the differences between the North and the Global South. Although 
this latter set of countries may be heterogenous in many aspects and have been able to industrialize, this 
“new periphery” has not been able to shift to a knowledge-based economy and still has social exclusion 
as consequence of the inequality phenomenon. 

In this context, chapter 4 presents the demand of advanced qualifications and knowledge in southern 
economies as key elements for economic development. The National System of Innovation is thus seen 
as the locus where the social process of learning actually takes place and achieves the purpose of crea-
ting a Sustainable Human Development where interactive learning and innovation processes may find 
their purpose to foster a knowledge-based and innovation driven economy. 

In this scenario, chapter 5 discusses that knowledge-based inclusive policies may be applied and diffu-
sed in the innovation system to benefit all and foster inclusive development. In such context, social 
demand of knowledge and innovation and knowledge production play a key role in the social process 
of learning and innovation that goes far beyond the economic growth purpose. Therefore, democratic 
knowledge policies and inclusive innovation policies are translated into policies are part of social po-
licies that promote a systemic behavior that simultaneously aims at reducing inequalities and increase 
capacities and opportunities for all, especially for those struggling to be part of the innovation system. 

Since learning and knowledge democratization play a central role as a strategy for Sustainable Human 
Development, chapters 6 and 7 present universities as key instruments to diffuse knowledge and lear-
ning capabilities to promote such kind of development. By embracing this task, they are considered 
Developmental Universities.

In this perspective, developmental universities joint three missions for the purpose of committing 
itself to Sustainable Human Development: teaching, research and fostering the socially valuable use of 
knowledge. It must then contribute to building Inclusive Learning and Innovation Systems by coopera-
ting with other institutions and collective actors, highlighting its commitment to social inclusion through 
knowledge democratization.

By doing so, Developmental Universities play a very different role of Entrepreneurial Universities. On 
the one hand, the former reducers inequality by perceiving “demands of society as a whole, not only 
from segments of the population that can articulate and pay for the knowledge they want but also from 
other segments, particularly marginalized groups with weak or non-articulated demand for innovation”. 
On the other hand, the latter fosters inequality by the marketization of the academy fostering knowled-
ge-based inequality. 

Such potential antagonism accentuates how much the concept of developmental university is intert-
wined with the idea of autonomous university. Chapter 8 discusses the role of autonomous university 
and how university system and the academic incentives work are paramount in shaping the dynamics 
of the innovation system. The chapter shows how research evaluation and the perception of powerful 
actors are determinant in establishing priorities and the paths academic research are to follow. The idea 
of connected autonomy and the manner universities forge their pathway as actors in the innovation 
system are thus presented as an alternative way that at the same time avoids the autarchic particularism 
and promotes dialogues and recognizes different interests related to social justice and equality. In such 
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a context, policies with specific aim at fostering Developmental Universities and knowledge diffusion 
play a particular role in the realm of the propositional approach as far as goals and means of develop-
ment are concerned. 

Finally, stemming from the ideal concept of Developmental University, chapter 9 brings a forward-
looking approach regarding the desirable way of organizing what should be done in order to achieve 
Sustainable Human Development via knowledge democratization. Such prospective approach gives the 
opportunity to organize an actual systemic and coherent agenda of policies and actions coordinated with 
the view to promote learning opportunities, knowledge democratization and innovation development to 
solve the main environmental and social problems in the Global South context.

This scenario brings about the idea that policy making is always related to development choices, forged 
in a specific society guided by a set of values in which “human development” may be considered the pri-
mal goal. In such environment, achieving this kind of development requires making choices and electing 
priorities based on values and (long term) purposes. 

Development is thus seen as a convention based on beliefs shared by a community for, among other 
purposes, problem-setting and problem-solving. It embodies criteria which specify a “positive agenda”, 
problems that should be tackled and a set of solutions which should be used to solve such problems. It 
is a social representation which has a useful objective and leads to the establishment of a reality which 
is shared by a social set. A convention is thenrepresented by a series of actions proposed to achieve a 
specific purpose: development.

Development, in general, and Human Sustainable Development, in particular, is a social process based 
on deliberate beliefs, values, and choices. As a consequence, policy design is guided by the development 
convention chosen by a society in a specific time and place based on the same set of beliefs, values, 
choices and priorities toward the social construct of development this society desires to achieve.

Flávio Peixoto

Rio de Janeiro

March 2019
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